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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper the novel, original transfer policy framework, namely, the 

statistical distribution independent transfer policy model (SDITPM) for making 

sound migration decision in a real-time-manner, is proposed. This framework, which 

can be incorporated as part of a logical entity (e.g. a logical server) construct, steers 

the latter effectively in the migration process over a sizeable network such as the 

Internet. As a result it relieves network congestion and shortens round-trip time 

through load balancing, which comes naturally from the guided object mobility. The 

SDITPM framework is a significant contribution to time-critical applications over 

the Internet because of the shortened service roundtrip time (RTT) in the 

client/server interactions. Applications for the Internet are intrinsically object-based 

and exploit the potential speedup supported by the distributed hardware in the 

underlying network. The objects interact in an end-to-end many-clients-to-one-

server relationship called the asymmetric rendezvous via logical channels. If the 

service RTT for every client/server interaction is shortened, then the overall 

execution time of the application will be reduced. Therefore, the SDITPM is 

immensely useful in helping the harnessing of service RTT and making the Internet 

more usable for real-time computing.   

The SDITPM mechanism leverages system metrics on the fly, independent 

of their distribution types (e.g. long-range dependence (LRD) and short-range 

dependence (SRD)). That is, the SDITPM framework works by direct data 

measurement statistically, supported by the Convergence Algorithm (CA), which is 
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derived form the Central Limit Theorem. Every system metric being leveraged is 

called a primary metric, from which the secondary metrics are derived. The present 

SDITPM framework is basically a PID or “P+I+D” controller (P for proportional 

control, I for integral control and D for derivative control). The P and D control 

elements are secondary metrics and the I control sums their control effects for the 

specific thr control region. In the SDITPM context every primary metric represents a 

control plane of four regions. Three of them are dedicated separately to PID, PI and 

DI controls, and the fourth one is inert.   

From every leveraged primary metric the SDITPM mechanism derives two 

secondary ones. For example, if the metric is the logical server’s queue length Q, 

then for the thr control region the following are true, a) the P control is the change in 

Q between two time points (e.g. 1t  and 2t ) and b) the D control is the corresponding 

rate of change, )(
)(
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QQ
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= . The control plane/matrix of the primary 

metric is actually defined by two objective functions, 2},0{ PP ∆  for the P control 

(rows in matrix) and 2},0{ DD ∆  for the D control (columns in the same matrix). The 

four control regions defined by theses two objective functions are: a) Region 1 

(i.e. 1r or PIDr ) defined by the ],[ ++ DP  pair of positive values for PID control, b) 

Region 2 (i.e. 2r or DIr ) defined by ],[ +− DP  for “D+I” or DI control, c) Region 3 

(i.e. 3r or PIr ) defined by ],[ −+ DP  for PI control, and Region 4 (i.e. 4r or Inertr ) 

defined by ],[ −− DP  as an inert or “don’t care” state. The regional control (i.e. thr ) 

only takes the positive value(s) of P and D (i.e. P+ and D+) into account. When the 

effects of the D and P control are added for the regional control the summation is the 
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integral control effect. In the SDITPM context summation is called the planar 

integration if only a single metric is being leveraged. If n  metrics are leveraged 

simultaneously, the current control effect for a region x
nr  is ),(
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where x  indicates the control region (e.g. 1r or PIDr ). ),( x
i

x
i DP  represents the P and 

D deviation errors for the objective functions: 2},0{ PP ∆  and 2},0{ DD ∆ respectively. 

The deviation error ψ  is the difference between the sampled value S  and the given 

safety margin ∆  (e.g. ∆  for P control is P∆ ) conceptually;  || ∆−= Sψ  

implies || PPP S ∆−=ψ  and || DDD S ∆−=ψ . The emphasis is that the SDITPM 

framework should leverage only the following conditions: a) positive S  and b) 

∆>S  for formulating its P, D and I control elements. The migration decision 

depends on the dominant region, which should currently have the highest x
nr

C value. 

Which control region is dominant is totally decided by the system dynamics. x
nrC is 

called the regional transfer probability rTP  (i.e. rTP = x
nrC ), and the threshold for the 

region is rTh . The dominant rTP  becomes the overall transfer probability OTP  and 

rTh of the same region is the overall OTh  threshold. A migration decision at the 

transfer policy level is affirmed for the condition OO ThTP > . Whether the migration 

decision will be realized or not depends on the availability of a suitable target node 

for the logical server to migrate to. Finding the target node is the decision of the 

location policy, which is not within the scope of the present research. In the 

SDITPM verification exercise, however, the effect of the location policy is produced 
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by using the 4A  visualization package, which is also part of the original contribution 

by this thesis.   
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this thesis the novel statistical distribution independent transfer policy model 

(SDITPM), which helps a logical server make sound transfer policy decisions, is 

proposed. These decisions are important because they guide the servers to 

migrate/relocate from overloaded hosts to less congested ones. The server mobility 

in the process has naturally created a load balancing effect that shortens the average 

service roundtrip time (RTT) for the server [Shirazi95]. Therefore, the contribution 

by SDITPM to time-critical applications over the Internet is significant. To reap the 

benefits from server mobility the SDITPM implementation should be included as a 

component of a logical server construct. Normally object migration should involve 

two policies [Couloris01]. The first is the transfer policy that decides if a migration 

should occur. The second is the location policy that finds a suitable remote node/host 

as the migration destination.  

Applications running on the Internet are object-based, and the cognate 

objects interact in a client/server relationship over logical TCP (Transmission 

Control Protocol) channels [RFC793]. Service RTT is the interval between the point 

when a client has made a service request and the moment when it has received the 

result correctly. If the host of a logical server is congested, the average service RTT 

would be prolonged by delays of various origins, including queuing, context 

switching, and retransmissions. If a logical server can migrate from its congested 

host to a less busy node, the service RTT is automatically reduced due to the effect 

of load balancing, supported by object mobility. The SDITPM guides the object 
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migration process by leveraging primary metrics (e.g. server’s queue length). From 

every primary metric the corresponding secondary metrics are derived for the sake 

of computing the overall transfer probability OTP . Conceptually the migration 

decision by the transfer policy is affirmative provided that the following condition is 

satisfied: OO ThTP > , where OTh is a predefined threshold for effecting an object 

migration decision. 

 

Figure 1.1. Master/slave object-based programming model 

 

Applications running on the Internet are usually object-based, and the 

cognate objects/agents interact in a client/server relationship by message passing 

[Lewandowski98]. For example, in Figure 1.1 a master object collaborates with the 

slave objects through barrier synchronization. The service roundtrip time (RTT) 

between the master (the client) and a slave (server) depends on the current loading 

conditions of the slave’s host. Object-based computing provides computation 

speedup because of its intrinsic parallelism. The terms agent and object are 

interchangeably and liberally used in this paper. An agent is a logical entity/object 

that operates independently, and the type of service provided by an agent 

characterizes its “attitude" [Bradshaw97].The novel statistical distribution 

independent transfer policy model (SDITPM) proposed in this paper supports object-
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based computing over a sizeable network such as the Internet. It shortens the 

client/server RTT over a logical channel by helping the server make sound migration 

decisions at the transfer policy level. The benefit of a successfully guided object 

migration process is effective load balancing, which naturally shortens the service 

RTT. 

Object mobility provides applications that run on the Internet with different 

advantages. For example, it allows a logical object/agent to move out of a “hot-spot” 

location to a less busy one. The resultant load-balancing effect naturally shortens the 

service RTT [Dillon00]. Object mobility is the backbone of the new Remote 

Programming Paradigm (RPP) [Cockayne97]. From the RPP angle a client can 

create and send agent probes to remote locations where there are large volumes of 

data. These probes process the data locally and send back only the results after they 

have finished the delegated tasks. This approach reduces the amount of interim 

communication traffic between the client and the server. The speedup potential and 

other advantages (e.g. program security and safety) by RPP have inspired the 

development of different mobile agent platforms. One of them is the Aglets by IBM 

[AGLETS], which is chosen for the SDITPM experiments because: a) it is stable, b) 

it is rich in user experience, and c) it is specifically designed for Internet applications 

and this makes the experimental results scalable and repeatable over the open 

Internet. The RPP approach is useful for e-commerce applications [Wong00], which 

include: a) searching a publication from e-book stores in the cyberspace (e.g. 

Amazon) and b) finding the cheapest air ticket over the web. Although the results 

from different researches (e.g. [Dillon00]) indicate that agent mobility indeed yields 
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high system performance, speedup of an application execution depends on the 

“degree of overlapped parallelism β  [M3RT]”.  

If a distributed application is made up of N cognate mobile agents, the 

speedup depends on the asynchrony indicated by β  among the object collaborations. 

The β  effect depends on the programming model, which can be master/slave (M/S), 

iterative stages, process network or a combination of all these [Yeung98a]. For 

example, in every barrier synchronization (BS) cycle in Figure 1.1, the master tries 

to synchronize the slaves by sending them the same go-ahead signal. The slaves, 

however, may receive the signal at different times due to communication delay. 

Similarly, the slave agents may not complete their BS cycles at the same time 

because of the different loading conditions in their hosts. Yet, the master must 

receive all the partial results from slaves before it starts the next BS cycle. If the M/S 

program needs P number of BS passes to complete program execution with mean BS 

cycle time BST , the overall program execution time involving N agents is 

β−

= e
BSPE NPTT ** . If a M/S collaboration has little asynchrony, the β  value 

would be large (i.e. highly parallel) implying PTNPTT BSBSPE *** 0 =≈ . This PET  

value with 0N  is typical for intrinsic SIMD (single instruction multiple data) 

multiprocessor architectures wherein all N processors are in full synchrony.  

The load balancing effect by object migration can shorten BST , which is the 

service RTT between the client (master) and the slave (server), and thus PET . The 

novel SDITPM framework proposed in this paper helps Internet based distributed 

computing achieve the effect of 0** NPTT BSPE ≈ effect.  
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1.1 From the Asymmetric Rendezvous Perspective 

The client/server inter-object interaction is an asymmetric rendezvous (i.e. one 

server to many clients). The streams of service requests from different clients merge 

at the server’s SAP (service access point) before entering the queue. For a popular 

server this merged traffic (indicated by “+” in Figure 1.2) could surge due to high 

incoming request rate. This can cause the queue to overflow its buffer easily. The 

consequence is widespread timeouts and retransmissions by the clients and ensuing 

network congestions [Lakes97].  

 

Figure 1.2. Client/server asymmetric rendezvous over an Internet TCP channel 

 

To prevent buffer overflow various methods have been proposed for both the 

system/router level (e.g. [Braden98]) as well as the user/server level (e.g. [GAC02]).  

The success of a method depends on its capability of adapting to the changing 

pattern of the merged traffic [Paxson99] in two senses: a) the incoming request rate 

and b) the inter-arrival times (IAT) among the requests. In fact, traffic merging at the 
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server’s SAP (Figure 1.2) is a stochastic process in which the IAT values form a 

time series [Molnar99, Paxson95, Taqqu03]. The IAT traffic pattern is unpredictable 

because it is decided by the network dynamics. For example, it may change 

suddenly from LRD (long-range dependence) to SRD (short-range dependence) or 

multi-fractal. Such changes can cause buffer [Holt00, Crovella97] and even system 

failure [Paxson95]. The SDITPM has the capability to leverage the traffic pattern as 

a primary metric, in a manner similar to others (e.g. server’s queue length). It 

achieves this by traffic-independent, on-line and statistical direct data measurement 

that works with the Convergence Algorithm (CA). The CA is an IEPM (Internet 

End-to-End Performance Measurement [Cottrel99]) technique [Wong01], which is 

distribution/waveform independent, because it is derived from the Central Limit 

Theorem [Jain91]. In this case the CA is realized as the RTM 3  Java API [Ip03].    

The negative impact by IAT traffic patterns on the performance of object-

based computing can be visualized by looking at the average number of trials to get 

a successful transmission in a client/server interaction. If the ξ  is the probability 

error that causes retransmissions and the probability of achieving success at the thj  

trial is )1(1 ξξ −= −j
jP , the average number of trials (ANT) to achieve success is 

)]1([ 1

11

ξξ −== −
∞→

=

∞→

=
∑∑ j

K

j
j

K

j

jPjANT  )1(
1

ξ−≈ . Therefore reducing ξ  would yield a 

smaller ANT and thus overall program execution time, as exemplified by the M/S 

paradigm in Figure 1.1. The SDITPM contributes to relieve congestion by load 

balancing and thus reduces the chance of server queue buffer overflow due to 

increased ANT. The problem is that a server in a busy node has to wait a long time 
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to virtually own the CPU and run again. During the waiting period its queue of 

incoming requests may be inundated to seriously overflow. 

Figure 1.3 shows a real-life heavy-tailed RTT distribution, which was 

recorded for the TCP channel between the Hong Kong PolyU Intranet and the Hong 

Kong Star website over 24 hours. In the morning the typical channel RTT is 6ms but 

154ms in the afternoon. The causes of this shift include: a) a longer queue for the 

Hong Kong Star web server and b) increased traffic in the network in the afternoon. 

If the website does not redirect the service requests to other collaborating servers or 

relocate the server to a less busy node, the ensuing widespread timeouts and 

retransmissions could congest the network easily. 

  

 

Figure 1.3. A real-life heavy-tailed RTT distribution over 24 hours 

 

This kind of congestion easily propagates to other parts of the network and 

creates hot spots. A solution for this problem is to employ the “split/migrate and re-

direct (SMR)” strategy, which includes the following options: 
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a) Replication and request redirection: The server agent replicates itself either fully 

or partially and then lets the replica migrate to another host. What follows is 

redirecting part/all of the request traffic to the replica.         

b) Self-migration: The server agent migrates itself to a less loaded and/or faster node. 

The successful execution of these options, however, needs the support of agent 

mobility and proper policies as follows: 

a) Transfer policy: The net effect is to decide if a server/agent migration is necessary 

and if the decision is affirmative then the location policy will be invoked. 

b) Location policy: The net effect is to search for a suitable target host to house the 

migrating server, and the migration is realized only after a suitable target node is 

found.   

The aim of the novel SDITPM framework proposed in this thesis is mainly on 

how to assists objects make sound migrating decisions. Therefore, the framework is 

basically a transfer policy decision making process for object migrations over the 

Internet. The necessity for a server to migrate hinges upon the SDITPM’s steering 

power. A migration decision is affirmed for the OO ThTP >  condition, where OTP  is 

the overall transfer probability and OTh  the given threshold. 

Object mobility usually involves different policies [Shirazi95] such as 

information, transfer, selection, location and negotiation. Information policy focuses 

on collecting system state information; transfer policy determines if an object should 

migrate; selection policy determines which logical object should migrate; location 

policy decides the destination node for a migration; negotiation policy handles the 

actual process of migration. In SDITPM the information policy is absorbed in the 
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metrics leveraging mechanism of the transfer policy decision making process. Since 

the location policy is not a focus in the thesis work but rather a way to assist the 

verification of the SDITPM framework, it absorbs all the details for the supposedly 

separate selection, location and negotiation policies into a single entity. In the 

SDITPM verification exercise the server mobility is monitored and traced by using 

the 4A  visualization tool proposed as part of this thesis (to be explained later). Once 

the SDITPM decision is affirmative migration would take place with the node of the 

lowest OTP  in the Public Intranet (PI) as the target. The meaning of PI will be 

elaborated later. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement and Objectives 

It is not easy to harness the service roundtrip time (RTT) in a client server 

interaction especially for a popular server because of the asymmetric rendezvous 

(one-server-to-many-slaves relationship). One way to shorten the average RTT of a 

logical server is load balancing through object migration. In the context of this thesis 

the object to migrate is the logical server, which automatically relocates itself from 

an overloaded host to a less congested one. The meaning of an overloaded server is 

usually well defined because it depends not only on the host’s loading conditions but 

also the server’s running priority. Therefore, it is important to leverage appropriate 

metrics to confirm “if the host is congested with respect to the logical server 

concerned”. Profiles such as memory consumption and CPU utilization can reflect 

the general loading condition of a host but not the position of the server. One useful 

metric that reflects if a logical server is disadvantaged is its own average context 
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switching time (CST). Like everybody else the logical server should wait for its turn 

to virtually own the computer temporarily. This gives rise to two views for the 

context switching time. The first is the system view, which is concerned with the 

average CST for all tasks running in the system (i.e. the “intrinsic” CST). The 

second is the user view, which means that the logical server is interested only in its 

own average CST (i.e. the “self” CST). If the self CST is consistently much longer 

than the intrinsic CST, the likelihood that the logical server is disadvantaged is 

strong. As a result the server’s service RTT would be long. A viable solution to 

resolve this problem is to let the logical server migrate somewhere else.  

Yet, if the server’s self CST is comparable to the host’s intrinsic CST but the 

memory and CPU utilizations are extremely high, then the server should also 

migrate to avoid operating under overloaded conditions. Logical server migrations, 

however, should be properly guided and steered in order to reap benefits from the 

load balancing effect that arises naturally from server mobility. The aim of this 

thesis is to propose a novel real-time steering mechanism. This mechanism should 

be incorporable as part of a logical server construct. It should leverage the chosen 

metric(s) on the fly. The leveraged metric(s) is quickly converted into an overall 

transfer probability OTP that reflects the loading condition of the host. The OTP  value 

provides the basis to decide if migration is an appropriate option. In reality migration 

can only be materialized if a suitable target node is found by the location policy. The 

steering mechanism to be proposed in this thesis is at the transfer policy level, and 

the objectives to be achieved are as follows: 
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a) Identify some useful performance metrics to support sound migration 

decisions made by logical servers in a real-time manner. 

b) Propose a technique (s) to efficaciously leverage metrics on the fly.   

c) Propose a scalable, non-intrusive conceptual framework that works at the 

transfer policy level to help logical servers make sound migration decisions; 

non-intrusive means no physical modifications of hosts are required. 

d) Verify the proposed conceptual framework. 

 

Explanations of the terms mentioned are as follows: 

a) Direct data measurement: It means that computations and/or decisions are based 

on data sampled on-line for the current time window. This approach has practical 

importance for large size networks because the profiles of any metric changes over 

time. To put this into perspective by using the Internet traffic as an example, the 

stability of any system running on the Internet can be seriously affected by different 

traffic patterns (i.e. inter-arrival time patterns). These patterns may even cause 

system failure if the system is designed with a preconceived mathematical model 

(e.g. Poisson) in mind [Paxson95]. It is a recognized fact that the Internet traffic 

could change from SRD (short range dependence) to LRD (long range dependence) 

and vice versa without warning [Lin05a]. Direct data measurement helps real-time 

applications decide statistically the behaviour (e.g. a specific traffic 

pattern/distribution) of direct parameters [Ip03]. It makes the accuracy of the result 

independent of the type of distribution/waveform (e.g. Poisson, binomial, heavy-

tailed or self-similar [Molnar99]).   
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Figure 1.4. The RTT of a logical channel 

 

b) Object-based: The software is made up of independent, cognate, collaborating 

logical entities known as objects or agents. These autonomous objects interact in an 

end-to-end manner over logical channels as shown in Figure 1.4. Applications over 

the Internet are naturally object-based and distributed [Lewis96]. The objects 

interact by message passing in a client/server relationship. The service time in this 

relationship is defined by the average number of trials (ANT) to get a successful 

transmission. The service RTT or response time is wANTRTT += *2 . It includes 

the following time delays: communication, queuing, and service time. The 

communication delay can be absorbed into the average number of trials or ANT to 

get a successful transmission, which depends on the channel error probability ρ  to 

yield ∑
∞→

=

−

−≈−=
k

j

jjANT
1

1

)1(
1)]1([ ρρρ . The queuing and service time delays at 

the server side yield the response delay w . By assuming M/M/1 (M for Markov 

[Mitrani98]) operation, w can be defined by the equation, 
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)/1(*])1([)/1(* µδ
δµ −== Lw , where δ is the system utilization of the 1)( ≤µ

λ  

requirement for system stability. The parameters,λ  and µ  are the inter-arrival rate 

at the queue and the service rate by the server respectively.  

c) Real-time computing: In real-time computation timeliness is the deciding factor 

for success. For an object-based real-time application the duration for the inter-

object “request/response” cycle or roundtrip time (RTT) affects the overall 

execution deadline [Stankovic98]. Once the deadline has passed the computed result 

could be detrimental (for hard real-time applications) or meaningless (for firm real-

time applications). Therefore, all the subtasks of a real-time application should 

interleave so that the execution time is within the deadline. Unfortunately, the 

logical channels over a large network (e.g. Internet) are usually plagued by dynamic 

faults that lead to widespread retransmissions, which are difficult to harness 

[Wong99]. If a channel has an average error probability ρ , then the average number 

of transmission trials (ANT) to achieve success is )1(
1

ρ−≈ANT .  

d) Object mobility: This is an important feature for successful contemporary 

distributed computing. It is the basis for the contemporary Remote Programming 

(RP) paradigm, as exemplified by the different mobile agent platforms (e.g. Aglets 

by IBM [AGLETS] and Telescript by General Magic [Cockayne97]). The core of 

the paradigm is to let objects/agents migrate freely. This is especially important if 

the agents can migrate to the locations of large databases and process the data locally. 

Since the objects send back the results (e.g. in data mining [RDM00]) after they 

have finished processing the in-between inter-object communication costs can be 
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greatly economized. This reduces network traffic congestion and frees more 

backbone bandwidth for sharing [Wu99]. Naturally mobility supports contingent 

object survival (known as persistence) and evens out processors’ workload (load 

balancing).  

Proper object mobility, however, needs the support of different policies, 

namely, information, transfer, selection, location and negotiation. Information 

policy is concerned with collecting system state information; transfer policy 

determines if an object should migrate; selection policy decides which logical object 

in the host should migrate; location policy selects the target remote node for a 

migration; negotiation policy ensures smooth migration. The leveraging primary 

metrics to support sound SDITPM decisions, in effect, fall in the information policy 

domain. The selection and negotiation policies are absorbed into the location policy 

in the SDITPM verification exercise because the SDITPM operates at the transfer 

policy level and the focus of this research is therefore mainly on this level. 

 

1.3 Choice of Research Methodology 

Object-based real-time computing is a relatively new and exploratory area 

[Oda01, Xu00, Corradi00]. In fact, a whole annual conference, The IEEE 

International Symposium on Object-Oriented Real-time Distributing Computing 

(ISORC), is dedicated to resolve the related problems. For example, it was found that 

the traditional CORBA architecture cannot deliver the required timeliness in real-

time computing and therefore new CORBA features are being explored with respect 

to this issue. This research started with surveys in different related areas and the aim 
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is to find a synergistic foresight for a novel measurement-based approach to support 

object mobility efficaciously.  

 

In the realm of this research, three basic types can be identified as follows: 

a) Exploratory: It involves tackling a problem that is little known. The research 

would examine what concepts and theories that are appropriate to resolve the 

problem. The result of the research usually pushes the frontiers of knowledge. 

b) Testing-out: The aim is to find the limits of those previously proposed 

generalizations. 

c)  Problem solving: It starts with a particular real-world problem and brings all 

the available intellectual resources to form the solution. The problem has to 

be defined and the method of solution has to be discovered.            

 

With respect to the above classifications, the nature of this research is composite 

because it is problem solving that needs exploration as well. The methodology to 

support the exploratory process has to be discovered because it is not appropriate to 

adopt either the pure top down or bottom up approach. There are many seemingly 

related issues to be investigated and combined in a heuristic manner because the 

information in the field is mostly theoretical and experimental.  After careful 

analysis the IRM (Iterative Research Methodology) as shown in Figure 1.5 is 

proposed. The IRM serves as the roadmap of research and allows repetitive heuristic 

backtracking toward the final solution. Further changes for this roadmap in the 
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future for more fruitful research is natural because the experience accumulated in the 

research process would re-orient some work.    

 

 

Figure 1.5. The Iterative Research Methodology (IRM) 

 

 

1.4  Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided into six chapters as follows: 

a) Chapter 1 - Introduction: It concisely describes the importance of having an 

average short client/server service RTT for time-critical applications running 

on the Internet. For this reason direct methods have been proposed to shorten 

the service RTT directly or indirectly. Lengthy RTT is the result of lesser 

degree of overlapped parallelism. A solution to prevent system congestion, 
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which lengthens the service RTT, is the “split/migrate and redirect (SMR)” 

strategy. This strategy, however, needs the support of object mobility, which 

naturally produces the load-balancing effect. In this thesis the novel 

statistical distribution independent transfer policy model (SDITPM), which 

makes migration decisions at the transfer policy level, is proposed. It can be 

included as part of a logical server construct so the latter can be steered to 

make sound migration decisions that shortens the service RTT as a result the 

natural load balancing effect due to object mobility.   

b) Chapter 2 – Background and Related Work: A concise review of two modes 

of load balancing strategies: control and bidding. If the logical entities being 

managed are static, then it is the “1-dimension static processing model”. If 

the logical objects have mobility and physically migrate from one Internet 

node to another, it is called the “2-dimensional dynamic processing model”. 

Therefore the SDITPM framework belongs to the latter type. Since the 

leveraging of the chosen metrics by the SDITPM should be independent of 

the waveform/distribution, the Convergence Algorithm (CA), which is a real-

time direct data measurement technique based on the Central Limit Theorem, 

was adopted. In fact, the meaning and achievement of mobility for logical 

entities has been evolving with time and programming paradigms, for 

example, from process migration to object migration. 

c) Chapter 3 – The Novel SDITPM Framework:  The details of the framework 

are elaborated in light of the fact that it is a PID (P for proportional, I for 

integral and D for derivative) controller, which works with the deviation 
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errors and two parameters: primary and secondary. The meanings of planar 

and vertical integrations in the light of the SDITPM operation are defined. 

d) Chapter 4 – Verification Experiments: There are two types of verification 

experiments, static and dynamic. The aim of the static verification exercise, 

which involves only one Internet node and one logical server (an aglet (agile 

applet)) in the simulations in the Aglets mobile agent platform environment, 

is to make sure that the SDITPM framework is logically correct. In the 

simulations the logical server that has included the SDITPM mechanism as 

part of its construct was excited by different known waveforms (e.g. Poisson 

and self-similar) and pre-collected traces of different system profiles (e.g. 

CPU utilization). The chosen waveforms ensure that the SDITPM works 

correctly under known excitations. Only then the results produced with the 

pre-collected traces, which may embed different waveforms that are 

interleaved in the duration of the trace sampling process, are meaningful. The 

second stage of the verification exercise is dynamic and the logical object 

being monitored and steered by its SDITPM element actually migrates. Since 

object mobility monitoring needs a visualization tool that deciphers if the 

mobility correlates with the current statistics of the metrics being monitored 

and the corresponding migrations decisions, a reliable tool is needed. The 

detail of such a tool, which is part of the original work in this thesis, and the 

experimental results are presented in the next chapter focally. 

e)  Chapter 5 – Dynamic SDITPM Verification and Visualization of Object 

Mobility: This chapter presents how the novel 4A visualization package used 
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to support the dynamic verification of the SDITPM framework was derived 

from the previous 3A  framework. Different experimental results that 

leverage a single metric and multiple metrics to make migration decisions are 

presented for demonstration purposes. 

f) Chapter 6 – Conclusion: The verification results confirm that the novel 

SDITPM framework can indeed leverage different waveforms/metrics to 

support sound migration decisions at the transfer policy level. The 

experimental results indicate that SDITPM is one appropriate direction for 

achieving load balancing by object mobility over the Internet. Through 

guided object mobility shorter RTT can be attained and this makes the 

Internet more usable for serious time-critical applications, which require 

logically correct solutions to be ready before the deadline. The proposed 

immediate future work for the SDITPM research is to validate the framework 

with different real-time Internet based applications. By evaluating the 

validation results further possible improvements for the SDITPM framework 

may become apparent.      
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

The sheer size of the Internet means an overwhelming number of possible 

network faults that affect the client/server RTT. If these faults are encapsulated by 

the error probability ρ , then the average number of trials (ANT) by a client to get a 

transmission success is ∑
∞→

=

=
N

j
jjPANT

1

. The probability jP  for a success at the jth 

transmission is )1(1 ρρ −−j , and it yields )1(
1

ρ−≈ANT . Obviously reducing ρ  

implies both lower ANT and RTT for better response timeliness. If the Rρ  is a 

component in ρ  to represent the probability for retransmission, it should include the 

following errors: a) buffer overflow at the server side (user level [GAC02]), b) 

buffer overflow at the system/router level [Chatranon04], c) spurious timeouts due to 

an excessively long queuing time at the server side, (i.e. queuing time is longer than 

the client’s timeout window), d) spurious timeouts caused by an unreasonably long 

routing time, and d) message loss due to partial hardware failure or random drop 

[Lakshman97]. To prevent buffer overflow from causing network congestion at the 

system/router level the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) proposes to adopt 

the AQM (Active Queue Management) approach in the RFC 2309 [Braden98]. Any 

AQM method works in two steps. The first is to throttle the sender to slow down 

transmission voluntarily. The second is to drop the incoming packets if throttling 

fails. Therefore, AQM methods and algorithms shorten the RTT of those already 

queued in the router buffer before the throttling on the expenses of those requests 

dropped later. They, however, do not eliminate those message retransmissions 

originated at the user/server level because of the merged traffic of the asymmetric 
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rendezvous (Figure 1.2). Actually there are many methods that reduce or eliminate 

the chance of user-level buffer overflow directly or indirectly. As a result the RTT is 

shortened because of less retransmissions by the sender. For example, if a logical 

entity is relocated to an idle node, then its waiting time to virtually own the CPU is 

reduced. Subsequently it processes its service requests faster and indirectly reduces 

the chance of user-level buffer overflow. The following are some methods that can 

shorten the client/server service RTT either directly or indirectly: 

a) Dynamic buffer tuning: This is achieved by adaptively adjusting 

the buffer length on the fly so that it always covers the queue 

length [GAC02, PID01] to eliminate user-level buffer overflow. 

The direct net effect is lower ANT and thus shorter client/server 

service RTT.  

b) Adaptive timeout window: It reduces the chance of spurious 

timeout by directly and timely changing the window size, for 

example, the “adaptive timeout window” strategy proposed 

Jacobson [Tanenbaum03]. The net effect is to directly reduce the 

ANT and shorten the client/server  service RTT.  

c) Traffic-sensitive transmission:  The aim is to sense the traffic 

pattern and react accordingly. The CMT (Consecutive Message 

Transmission) scheme [Wong99] is an example that deals with 

heavy-tailed traffic specifically. If the RTT is on the heavy tail, the 

CMT sends a few copies of the same request immediately one after 

another. The objective is to enhance the chance for the message to 
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be received earlier to shorten the RTT. The net effect is shorter 

client/server service RTT because it can avoid a lengthy routing 

process due to network hotspots. The potential problem is that the 

system can be congested with transmissions that quickly consume 

the network bandwidth and results in poor system throughout.    

d) Logical entity migration [Baratto00, Fuggetta98, Bivens99]: If 

the retransmissions are due to long queuing times because of an 

overloaded server, two solutions are possible. The first is to 

migrate the logical entity (e.g. server) to a faster and/or less busy 

host to benefit from the lower system utilization σ  defined as 

µ
λσ = , where λ  and µ  are the average input (request) rate and 

the mean output/service rate of the server (capacity) respectively. 

The second is to clone the server and then let the clone(s) migrate 

to achieve distributed parallel processing. Conceptually this 

approach yields the speedup )1(
)/1(

σ
σ

−
−= nS , where n is the 

number of clones [Lewis96]. The third is for the object to migrate 

itself to a less busy node. The net effect of logical entity migration 

is shorter service RTT because it has more chance to virtually own 

the CPU and serves to empty his request queue quickly.     

e) Load balancing: This has been an important issue to address for 

efficient distributed computing. The aim is to have the workload 

evenly distributed among all the processors in the system. The net 

effect is that a logical entity can own the CPU more frequently to 
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reduce its request queue length. There are two basic approaches to 

achieve this aim: central control (i.e. sender-initiated) and bidding 

(i.e. receiver-initiated). In the central control mode the 

“coordinator” actively checks the workload of all the processors 

from time to time and allocates more loading to those seemingly 

less busy ones. In the bidding mode, however, the coordinator 

simply maintains a list of jobs/tasks to be executed. Those 

processors that are idle would bid for more work. It was found that 

the bidding mode usually yields higher performance/throughput, 

and some of the distributed systems are designed with the bidding 

principle. For example, the once popular Linda [Gelernter92], 

which is a coordination language and a distributed system working 

with a “tuple space (TS)”, works efficiently with bidding. It faded 

later because of the TS scalability problem over the Internet. Some 

researchers tried to resolve this problem with the concept of 

“distributed shared memory” but in vain. The Linda model, 

however, is a good example, of how bidding could potentially be 

used to improve the throughput of a distributed system. In the 

context of this MPhil research the Linda model is called “static 

processing model”, which is “1-dimensional”, because the 

processors (physical or logical) do not move. Instead they either 

wait passively to execute a new job coming from the coordinator of 

the control mode or solicit and pick up a new job actively in the 
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bidding mode. If the logical processors can migrate to idle nodes 

and follow the control or bidding mode of operation as well, this is 

the “2-diminsional dynamic processing model”. The second 

dimension is characterized by the process/object mobility that 

resolves many problems other than load balancing as illustrated in 

Table 2.1.             

Issues/problems 
addressed  

by object 
mobility 

                       Concise description 

System security 

(supported by 
both process and 
object 
migrations) 

The logical entity migrates to a node of higher 
security upon detection of different problems such as 
the following: high frequency of viral attacks, and to 
many successful attacks by hackers. This is especially 
important for specific system such as those for 
banking purposes.  

System safety 

 (supported by 
both process and 
object 
migrations) 

The logical entity moves out of dangerous zones such 
as those of high seismic activities, frequent volcanic 
eruptions, and potential fire hazards for self 
preservation or persistence. 

Remote 
Programming 
Paradigm (RPP) 

 

(supported by 
object (also 
called agent) 
migration) 

The aim is to let the logical entity go to the Internet 
site where the data is. The entity processes the remote 
data locally and sends back only the results. In this 
way the inter-object communication costs such those 
for RPC (remote procedure call) operations can be 
alleviated. The fringe benefit is more free Internet 
backbone bandwidth for sharing because of the 
reduced number of massive data transfers across the 
network. Normally e-commerce setups fall under the 
RPP realm [Cockayne97].  

Table 2.1 Some issues/problems that can be resolved by process/object mobility 

The success of the methods described above depends on how well the system 

dynamics is gauged. This means real-time sampling of chosen metrics such as CPU 

utilization, Internet traffic pattern, and buffer queue length are necessary. With real-
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time knowledge of these metrics the system can proactively prepare to rectify 

coming problems in order to maintain a short service RTT on the fly. Dynamic 

buffer tuning is one such example, and it samples the queue length on the fly to 

ensure that the buffer length always covers the queue length adaptively [Lin05b].  

The experience from [Lin05b] and [Paxson95] shows that the success of any real-

time system should work with direct data measurement, which is based on real-time 

statistics. Therefore, the waveform independent method for real-time computation, 

namely, the Convergence Algorithm (CA) is an important technique for the 

SDITPM research.   

2.1 The Convergence Algorithm 

It is extremely difficult if not impossible to control the RTT of a TCP 

channel because of the unpredictability of the Internet traffic pattern. Therefore it is 

impractical to design a SMR solution based on a preconceived distribution (e.g. 

Poisson) [Paxson95]. Rather the solution should be based on direct data 

measurement, which uses the current statistics to determine the appropriate solution. 

For example, the Convergence Algorithm (CA), which is an IEPM technique 

[Wong01] at the micro level, is a powerful tool to assist real-time direct data 

measurement. Being micro the implementation of the technique exists as an object 

that can be invoked for service by message passing anytime and anywhere. The CA 

is derived from the Central Limit Theorem, and this makes its accuracy independent 

of any type of waveform/distribution [Ip03].  

The micro CA (MCA) is a structural component of the novel SDITPM 

framework proposed in this thesis, but it operates as an independent object parallel 
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with the SDITPM main body. The Java-based implementation of the MCA is known 

as the RTM 3  [ RTM 2 , Ip03]. The CA essence is captured by the equations: (2.1) 

and (2.2). iM is the predicted mean from the data samples collected in the time 

window of the thi prediction cycle. The actual window size is determined by the total 

time needed for collecting the )1( −F  data samples for the prediction. The F value is 

the flush limit, and the past experience indicates that 14=F  yields the fastest 

convergence [Wong01]. The other parameters include: a) 1−iM  as the feedback of 

the last predicted mean to the current iM prediction to make the latter naturally 

cumulative/integrative, b) i
jm  is the jth data sample in the ith prediction cycle, for 

)1(,3,2,1 −= Fj , and c) 0M as the first sample after the MCA had started running. 

Figure 2.1 shows the iM  prediction for a TCP channel that connected the LaTrobe 

University website in Australia and the Hong Kong PolyU. The mean message 

response time ( RTM 2 ) or iM changes in every prediction cycle responsively and 

reflects the current perturbations/changes embedded in the current data samples. The 

iM  in this example tends to settle to the steady state value of 480ms. The RTM 3  

(micro RTM 2 ) implementation (i.e. MCA) is suitable for real-time computing 

because it requires very short execution time. It differs from the CA’s macro form, 

which is a tool that requires human intervention in the data collection and prediction 

processes.     
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Figure 2.1. iM  measured by MCA for the TCP channel between Hong Kong PolyU 
and LaTrobe University in Australia 

 
 
2.2  From Process Migration to Object Migration 

The scope of this research is measurement-based load balancing by object 

mobility. In fact, object mobility has come a long way from process mobility. The 

mobility from [Goscinski91] process migration is usually initiated by the host of the 

process. The host initiated the necessary procedures/policies such as information, 

selection, transfer and location. As the paradigm for programming was evolving to 

match new technologies such the advent of Internet process migration no longer 

suffice. One particular problem with process migration and the interim solutions is 

code compatibility. In the beginning the compiled object coded followed the 

migrating process. This caused problems and failure because the compilers and the 
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hardware in different network nodes may not be compatible. The object-based 

programming paradigm helped resolve this problem because the object classes rather 

than the compiled object code modules followed the migrating process. The classes 

are instantiated in the target machines and they should be compatible with the local 

hardware. The power of such instantiations was demonstrated clearly by the object-

oriented RHS (Reciprocal Hypercomputer System) distributed computing 

framework [Wong96]. This framework is characterized by the following salient 

features: a) the classes can be written in different programming or natural languages, 

b) the classes are treated like hardware “machine parts”, c) the classes follow the 

migrating logical object (not a process) and are instantiated at the target machine, 

and d) the presence of a coordination system similar to Linda enables different 

interacting objects in the system to interact.  In fact, the RHS is among the first of its 

kind to separate object and process as two ingredient entities in distributed 

computing [Chin91]. As it was pointed out by [Cockayne97] the drive for successful 

e-commerce on the Internet needed the Remote Programming Paradigm (RPP). For 

example, the user can dispatch an intelligent object to achieve a goal over the web 

(e.g. search for the cheapest named book). This object is now called agent because 

its function is similar to a human agent who is delegated a duty, for instance finding 

and buying the cheapest X book from among the many web based bookstores (e.g. 

Amazon). Those platforms design to achieve the RPP purposes are called mobile 

agent platform (e.g. the IBM’s Aglets and the Mitsubishi’s Concordia system).           

The appearance of different mobile agent platforms enable researchers to 

investigate how object mobility can benefit distributed computing in general. 
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Among the first batch of researchers to investigate the totality of object mobility, 

distributed software debugging, and program visualization, Wong et al [Wong00] 

successfully proposed the 3A  framework for deciphering distributed software 

problems by visualizing abnormal object mobility/behaviour. Besides, object 

behaviour can be logged for detailed analysis later. The experimental results 

presented in the paper were obtained by inducing object mobility through load 

balancing. The master/origin of the mobile object/agent, the migrating object itself 

and the current host all computed different migrating indices for the agent. If any 

one of the three indices exceeds the given threshold, the agent is warned of the 

imminent danger and advised of migration to another node as an option. The final 

decision of migrating or not rests with the agent itself. The way that the migration 

indices were calculated in [Wong00] is equivalent to proportional (P) or scale 

control only. In light of load balancing the 3A tool helps verify an algorithm through 

monitoring and visualization of agent behaviour [Wong00]. The fringe benefit of 

tracing object mobility is the identifications of congestion, hotspots and bottlenecks 

in the underlying network. In fact, the 3A  experience in terms of sudden network 

congestion for various reasons indicates the importance of load balancing by object 

mobility.  This experience has inspired the SDITPM proposal and investigation.  

The SDITPM, which is for application at the transfer policy level, is novel 

because it is based on real-time PID (P for proportional, I for integral and D for 

derivative) control that works by direct data measurement. The contribution by the 

SDITPM framework is significant because it help shortens the client/server service 

RTT and makes the Internet more usable for object-based real-time applications.  
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Figure 2.2. Evolution of logical entity migration 

 

Figure 2.2 summarizes the evolution from process migration to object 

migration and the novelty of the SDITPM framework. Logical entity migration 

encompasses both process and object migrations. The marker “(1)” indicates that 
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logical entity migration started with process migration. As the programming 

paradigm had shifted from purely algorithmic to object-based so did distributed 

processing (marked by “(2)”). The DCE (Distributed Computing Environment) and 

CORBA are two architectures that support effective inter-object interactions 

independent of the physical locations. Later object mobility is a need for scalability, 

security and safety purposes and this started the quest to effectively support object 

mobility (marked by “(3)”). This quest brought about the Remote Programming 

Paradigm and the proposals of different mobile object platforms (e.g. Aglets) as 

marked by “(4)”. Meanwhile the problem of debugging object behaviour correctly 

called for the technique of program visualization (marked “(5)”). For example, the 

visualization tool 3A  [Wong00] worked well for the Aglets system. It was found 

that allocation of objects manually might not produce the expected effect because 

the loading conditions of different nodes changed quickly. This problem could be 

resolved by load balancing and object mobility, if properly leveraged, can produce 

the necessary load balancing effect (marked “(6)”). This thesis treated this pristine 

area of load balancing by proposing the SDITPM transfer policy framework, which 

can be integrated as part of a logical server. It helps the latter make sound migration 

decisions at the transfer level by leveraging some chosen system parameters. At the 

same time 3A  is extended to the novel 4A , which together with the SDITPM 

framework, represent the contribution of this research.   

2.3  Load Balancing in a Decentralized Computing Environment 

Any effect that can even out the workload among different collaborating 

nodes in a distributed or decentralized computing environment is load balancing. 
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This effect is important to the success of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) because it 

shortens the service roundtrip time (RTT) for the customers. This satisfies the QoS 

requirement contracted to the users and makes them happy; “a happy customer is a 

return customer!” The prelude to effective load balancing, however, is successful 

network monitoring, which is an important network management issue still in the 

immature stage [Baratto00]. The fundamental of network monitoring is to sample 

chosen metrics in a real-time and non-intrusive manner. The sampling process 

should not at anytime introduce unnecessary perturbations to the network being 

monitored, and therefore the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is a 

popular approach because it is a de facto standard for network management.  

In the SNMP architecture every node being managed runs a simple SNMP 

process called the SNMP agent for efficiency. This agent maintains a local database 

that registers the current states and history of its operation. Sophisticated tasks of 

network management are done by designated nodes called the management stations 

in the SNMP context. Each station has one or more entities that communicate with 

the SNMP agents to sample their statistics. The statistics should be as real-time by 

nature as possible in order to produce significant contributions in network 

monitoring and management. The SNMP stations usually have graphical user 

interface to facilitate the network manager to rectify situations. Although the original 

intention of SNMP is to facilitate network managers to intervene, the latter 

developments support migration decisions by mobile logical objects without human 

interventions. The core of this is the logical repository that contains all the updated 

state information and operation history of a network cluster [Bivens99, Fuggetta98]. 
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Figure 2.3. Concept of a repository for nodes’ statuses 

 

Successful load balancing in a decentralized, object-based computing 

environment depends on object mobility. An object, which has the minimum 

intelligence, leverages chosen metrics to make its migration decisions. In the context 

of this thesis, these decisions are made at the transfer policy level. Whether the 

decisions are realized or not depends on the location policy that determines if target 

nodes for the migrations exist. This is achieved by leveraging the metrics that are 

similar to those used by agents. Therefore, a repository that contains all the updated 

state information and operational history for all the distributed hardware in the 

network cluster should exist. Both the transfer policy and the location policy make 

their separate decisions by leveraging the same repository.  Figure 2.3 shows the 
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repository concept, in which the nodes’ operation statuses can be sampled by the 

SNMP and RPP (Remote Programming Paradigm) approaches. The RPP approach is 

more flexible because a mobile agent is used to carry out the job of the SNMP agent. 

The advantages is that the mobile agent can move close to any interested network 

location quickly anytime and samples the wanted information without necessitating 

massive information transfer across the network. That is, the object mobility reduces 

the chance of introducing unnecessary traffic to the system due to the network 

monitoring and management activities [Cockayne97].  

In the distributed computing environment in Figure 2.3 a framework of 

collaborating logical objects (i.e. domain A), which interact by the client/server 

relationship, run on the distributed hardware in domain B. The logical objects 

leverage metrics recorded in the repository to make the necessary migration 

decisions. The information in the repository is updated continuously in a real-time 

manner by using different protocols such as SNMP and RPP that samples the nodes’ 

statuses in domain B. Network monitoring and management for distributed 

environments as shown by Figure 2.3 are immature. The focus nowadays is how to 

achieve effective RPP based network monitoring to avoid those perturbations 

inadvertently introduced by the SNMP approach. These perturbations are caused by 

the massive information transfer across the network and communication activities 

between SNMP agents and the routers being polled. If the SNMP agents can be 

located very close to the routers or objects being polled at will, then the 

communication traffic can be reduced.       
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  The SDITPM framework differs from Figure 2.3 because a logical server 

that embeds the SDITPM mechanism makes its migration decisions by directly 

leveraging the metrics of the current host. It has not considered the need of a 

repository. 

 

2.4  Recap of Effective Distributed Processing 

It is useful to recap the evolution of distributed processing so that the 

importance and novelty of the SDITPM framework proposed in the paper becomes 

apparent. There are four important elements in the evolution process, and these 

elements evolve in different speeds depending on the technological and conceptual 

advancement at the time. As a result the various degrees of delays make it difficult 

to achieve ideal distributed processing at the same time. The most fundamental issue 

of distributed computing is speedup to be gained from distributed parallelism. By 

Moore’s Law the VLSI speed had already hit the limit of physics in the early 2000s 

[Lewis96]. The limit is due to the molecular distance of the silicon wafer. It is 

fortunate that the appearance of pure fiber optics that work with solutions can 

overcome the problem of molecular distance and double the network bandwidth 

roughly every 14 months. Eventually in an asymmetric rendezvous (i.e. the many-

clients-one-server relationship) the logical server is easily inundated by the 

avalanche of incoming requests. The logical solutions to overcome this problem are 

as follows: a) the server redirects requests to other independent servers in the 

network and the resultant speedup due to load balancing shortens the average RTT, b) 

the server clones itself and relocates the clones physically to achieve the same load 
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balancing effect as above, or c) the server migrates to a much faster and idle node to 

achieve the same speedup and RTT shortening effects. In fact, the intrinsic SIMD 

(single instruction and multiple data) parallel architecture, which works by lock-

steps, is the ultimate goal of distributed computing, which was exemplified in Figure 

1.1. The concept is that overall program execution time PET  involving N distributed 

objects that collaborate asynchronously is equal to 
β−

= e
averagePE NPRTTT ** , where 

P is the number of passes to complete program execution and β  is the degree of 

overlapped parallelism. For a very large β , which indicates 100% parallelism, the 

net effect is SIMD operation but on a network; that is,  

PRTTNPRTTT averageaveragePE *** 0 ≈= . As a matter of fact averageRTT  correlates 

with β  because a high averageRTT  usually implies the following: a) long context 

switching time for the logical server, b) long queuing time for a request to get server 

by the server, and c) long communication delay due to network congestions and hot 

spots along the routing paths. Effective load balancing can resolve these problems in 

one shot because a logical server can migrate to a fast idle node. Effective load 

balancing by logical entity mobility is still rudimentary because there is still little 

published experience. This can be deduced from the following chronicle: 

a) Process migration at the distributed operating system (OS) era 

[Goscinski91]: This concentrated on the Unix environment and in a 

distributed environment the collaborating nodes would have no 

problem of accepting a migrating process. The distributed OS 

basically neutralizes the incompatibility of the hardware 
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heterogeneity in the underlying network. The obstacle though is 

code incompatibility. In this era the process migrates with the 

compiled code, which may not run correctly at the target node. 

This problem is resolved by the object-based or object-oriented 

paradigm, where the migrating entity, which is always supported 

by a process (i.e. a virtual machine), carries along the object class. 

The executable code is instantiated/complied at the target node and 

this ensures that the code runs correctly on the local platform. 

b) Interim approaches: They do not need the support of a uniform 

distributed operating system but rather a uniform middleware, 

which masks out the differences among the heterogeneous 

hardware and their peculiar OS. The principle is to form a 

distributed process environment (DPE) by the following steps: a) 

select a list of nodes to support the DPE and in the PVM (parallel 

virtual machine [PVM90, PVM93]) example this is called the 

“node list (NL)”, b) execute a PVM library command to lay the 

PVM middleware on top of NL nodes, c) manually relocate the 

different subtask instances, which are compiled codes, in different 

nodes, and d) organize the subtasks or logical entities to 

collaborate. The main benefit from the PVM or similar approaches 

(e.g. [P4]) is use of a middleware, which requires no modifications 

in the supporting hardware and OS platforms. The drawback is that 

they do not support load balancing by object mobility as a feature. 
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c) Object-based Distributed Service Architecture (DSA): The success 

of the World Wide Web (WWW) and Internet make the concept of 

object-based computing even more appealing. Running distributed 

objects over distributed Internet hardware is natural and this is 

usually referred to as distributed object computing (DOC). In fact, 

DSA, DOC and DPE are synonymous. The main issue is how to 

harness the object behavior for efficient computation. To facilitate 

this many different contemporary frameworks and middleware 

were proposed (e.g. CORBA (Common Object Request Broker 

Architecture [OMG00]), IN [OMG97] and TINA 

(Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture) 

[OMG97]) in different domains of applications. The performance 

problems of these frameworks are still open issues. For example, 

the TINA software architecture is aimed at supporting rapid service 

deployment in multivendor and multitasking environments. It was 

found by different simulations that “sender-initiated or control” 

load balancing can indeed improve TINA performance (e.g. 

[Kihl97]). The assumption is that the routers would have the 

intelligence to redirect requests to different logical servers that can 

provide the same service. Achieving this, proper real-time network 

monitoring and management is theoretically required.    

d) Real-time network monitoring and management (RT-NMM): 

Network management is traditionally based on SNMP and requires 
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human intervention. In order to support load balancing in DPE 

environments the real-time approach is necessary. Up to this 

moment RT-NMM is still an open issue [Joo01], and the trend is to 

use intelligent agents to gather node statistics, put them in a 

repository and update them in a real-time manner [Thottan98]. The 

solution to the most fundamental issue remains elusive: “how do 

we ensure that the information stored in the repository is indeed 

current?” Using out-dated information for the sake of load 

balancing can be deleterious.      

e) Migration index for the DPE: In the paper [Wong00] the authors 

argued and demonstrated that object migrations should be the 

decision of the object itself even though the following should 

compute different migration indices by leveraging useful metrics: 

the object itself, the master or origin of the migrating object, and 

the current host of the object. The migrating object should be given 

the intelligence to check the cost and effectiveness of the migration 

act by comparing the three metrics. The migration decisions by an 

object are considered as the transfer policy level, and whether the 

decisions can be materialized or not depends on whether suitable 

destinations are found by the location policy. The same paper also 

points out that any DPE should be formed by public declarations 

and the example provided is the Public Intranet. Any logical 

entities that migrated into a managed DPE without a proper 
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membership privilege are regarded as intruders, and this provides 

the minimum security. The object migration scheme proposed in 

[Wong00] is generic and based on proportional (P) control only. Its 

effectiveness, however, has inspired the research of this thesis, 

which focuses on proposing a PID controller, SDITPM that 

supports real-time migration decisions at the transfer policy level. 

The SDITPM mechanism does not depend on the presence of a 

repository as shown by Figure 2.3. Instead it leverages chosen 

metrics as waveforms for making migration decisions on the fly. In 

this way, the SDITPM framework is platform independent and 

immensely suitable for Internet applications. The only requirement 

for the SDITPM mechanism to deliver effective load balancing that 

contributes to shorten the service RTT is a valid DPE such as the 

Public Intranet (PI), which will be explained in detail later.       

             

2.5 Connective Summary 

This chapter explains the different methods whereby the client/server service 

RTT can be shortened either directly or indirectly. Load balancing, which can be 

implemented as either a 1-dimensional static processing model or a 2-dimensional 

dynamic processing model, can achieve the purpose. The 2-dimensionl model, 

which is the combination of “1-dimensional model + entity mobility”, is usually 

more efficient. The Convergence Algorithm (CA) that can leverage real-time 

statistics independent of the distribution type is elaborated. The literature search 
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indicates that there is no PID controller that can steer sound migration decisions by 

logical entities at the transfer policy level. In the next chapter a novel PID controller 

called the SDITPM framework will be proposed.    
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CHAPTER 3. THE NOVEL SDITPM FRAMEWORK 

 

 3.1 The Conceptual Framework 

The SDITPM framework is generic and based on the concept of a system 

steady state [Mitrani87], which is generalized by the expression/function (5.1). The 

formal parameters in function f are primary metrics xpm  for nx ,....2,1= . If the 

state of every primary metric is represented by its objective function 

2},0{
xx pmpm ∆ [GAC02, Lo05a, Lo05b], then 

xpm0 is the steady-state reference and 

xpm∆ is the safety/tolerance margin about 
xpm0 (i.e. on either side of  

xpm0 ).  The 

“ 2{} ” representation indicates the absolute nature of the value with the brackets { } 

being used. Ideally, if the system f is at its steady state, then all its 
xpm0 values 

should be the given references for the primary metrics. Practically, the system is 

considered at its steady state of operation provided that there is no deviation outside 

the fault tolerance band of 
xpm∆± for any primary metric in f . These deviations are 

called deviation errors in the SDITPM context. 

 

)1.5)....(,.......,( 21 npmpmpmf   

 

It is normal that the system dynamics, under the influence of different 

driving forces, would push some of the primary metrics in f outside the 

xpm∆± bands. Then, the system should self-compensate [Ip01] and rein the reneged 
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primary metrics back to the corresponding safety bands. If the primary metric value 

at time t , namely, t
pmx

V is greater than (
xx pmpm ∆+0 ) or smaller than (

xx pmpm ∆−0 ), 

the difference is the deviation error (DE), which is equal to either 

xxx pmpm
t
pm

pmt VDE ∆−−=+ 0, for )0(
xxx pmpm

t
pmV ∆+>  indicated by the + DE 

subscript or )0(, t
pmpmpm

pmt
xxx

VDE −∆−=−  for t
pmpmpm xxx

V<∆− )0(  indicated by 

the – DE subscript. The + or – subscript is decided with respect to whether DE is on 

the right or left side of  
xpm0 . If deviation error(s) appears, the system needs to take 

compensation measures to eliminate it because DE means that the system is no 

longer in its steady state of operation. 

 

)2.5)]....(...,,(),..........,,(),...,,([ 21212211 knkk smsmsmpmsmsmsmpmsmsmsmpmf  

 

If the primary metrics in f  are defined by their secondary metrics, for 

example as ( ),......., 21 ksmsmsm as shown in equation (5.2), then the primary metric 

xpm  is, in effect, a function itself. The concept of deviation error holds for the 

secondary metrics. That is, the DE for a secondary metrics is either 

xxx smsm
t

sm
smt VDE ∆−−=+ 0, for )0(

xxx smsm
t

smV ∆+>  or 

)0(, t
smsmsm

smt
xxx

VDE −∆−=− for t
smsmsm xxx

V<∆− )0( . 

From the pm (primary metric) and sm (secondary metric) perspectives, 

leveraging deviation errors in the SDITPM framework can happen in three levels as 

follows: 
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a) Point level: It is based on the delimiters, (
xx pmpm ∆+0 ) and 

(
xx pmpm ∆−0 ) defined for the primary metric. If each primary 

metric in equation (5.1) contributes a DE value as a point-level 

effect, the collective effect is a combination of them. If addition is 

the operator, then the collective point-level is conceptually defined 

by summation or integration, ∑
=

=

nx

x

pm

pm
pe

1

 or ∫
=

=

nx

x

pm

pm
pe

1

, where pe is 

point-level effect per primary metric. In a generic sense finding the 

collective/combined effect from all the primary metrics being 

leveraged is vertical or  incidental integration in the SDITPM 

context. 

 

b) Plane level: It is based on the delimiters, (
xx smsm ∆+0 ) and 

(
xx smsm ∆−0 ) for the secondary metrics that collectively define the 

primary effect (of a primary metric). That is, the primary effect is 

the combination of all the secondary effects as deviation errors 

(from the secondary metrics). If the operator is addition, then the 

plane-level effect for every primary metric is ∑
=

=

kx

x

sm

sm
se

1

 or ∫
=

=

kx

x

sm

sm
se

1

, 

where se indicates the effect per secondary metric and ∫
=

=

kx

x

sm

sm
se

1

 is 

planar integration.    
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c) Stack level: This is the total combined/integral effect, when the 

secondary effects of many primary metrics are leveraged. Equation 

(5.1) represents the collective stack-level effect obtained by 

vertical integration ∫∫
=

=

=

=

kx

x

nx

x

sm

sm

pm

pm

se
1

1

][  conceptually. 

 

3.2 The Concept of PID Control by SDITPM 

The SDITPM framework is conceptually a PID (proportional (P) plus integral 

(I) plus derivative (D)) controller, which makes sound migration decisions for 

logical entities at the transfer policy level. These real-time decisions made with 

metrics statistics sampled on the fly steer a logical entity to migrate efficiently and 

effectively from one Internet node to another. The result is improved serviceability 

of a logical entity (e.g. agent or server) in “wired + wireless” Internet environment. 

Serviceability is the “chance of obtaining a required service within a defined 

period”. Better serviceability is obtained because of the effect of load balancing 

arising from the guided object mobility. The SDITPM embedded in an object 

leverages chosen primary metrics to derive the secondary ones. For example, the P, 

D, and I control elements are secondary metrics, which can be timely combined by 

planar and vertical integrations. Vertical integration is a must to produce the stack-

level effect when several primary metrics are leveraged at the same time. A 

migration decision depends on the overall transfer probability OTP , which assumes 

the highest regional transfer probability rTP . The migration decision is affirmed for 

the OO ThTP >  condition, where OTh  is equal to the given threshold rTh  of the 
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control region r (e.g. Region 1 in Figure 3.1) where the current OTP  value comes 

from. There are four control regions per primary metric being leverage by SDITPM: 

R1 for PID (i.e. “P+I+D”) control, R2 for DI (“D+I”) control, R3 for PI (“P+I”) 

control, and R4 as an inert of “don’t care” state. At any time only one control region 

will become dominant and its regional transfer probability rTP  becomes the OTP  to 

trigger a migration for the condition, OO ThTP > .   

 

            Figure 3.1. The four control regions of a primary metric 

 

Figure 3.1 shows how the four control regions of a primary metric define its 

control plane. In the SDITPM framework, every primary metric contributes two 

secondary metrics, namely, P and D controls. The effect of each control region, 

which is defined by the P±  and D±  combination, is unique as follows: 
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a) Region 1: It works with PID control and is alternatively called 

)3,1(r , PIDr  , 
1
3Cr , or 1

3C  in the SDITPM nomenclature. 

b) Region 2: It works with DI and is alternatively called )3,2(r , DIr  , 

2
3Cr , or 2

3C . 

c) Region 3: It with PI control and is alternatively called )4,1(r , PIr  , 

1
4Cr , or 1

4C . 

d) Region (2,4): This inert state is also called )4,2(r , rInert , 
2
4Cr , or 

2
4C . 

 

Other than rInert the other regions in a control plane are continuously active. 

The current behaviour of a region in the control plane is characterized by its regional 

transfer probability rTP , for example, )3,1(rTP  , which is the result of planar 

integration. The )3,1(rTP  expression is conceptually equal to ∑
=

=

kx

x

sm

sm
se

1

 or ∫
=

=

kx

x

sm

sm
se

1

 (i.e. 

planar integration), which sums deviation errors derived from the “ +P ” and “ +D ” 

values. For example, +P  at time t  means  PP
t

P
Pt VDE ∆−−=+ 0,  for 

)0( PP
t

PV ∆+>  and +D  indicates DD
t

D
Dt VDE ∆−−=+ 0,  for )0( DD

t
DV ∆+> .  

The regional transfer probability threshold rTh has two meanings (i.e. planar 

and incidental perspectives as shown in Figure 3.2). Firstly, it is the regional 

threshold when only one primary metric is leveraged by SDITPM (i.e. planar 

integration). Secondly, it is the stack-level threshold when more than one primary 
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metrics are leveraged (i.e. vertical integration, namely, ∫∫
=

=

=

=

kx

x

nx

x

sm

sm

pm

pm

se
1

1

][ ). In every 

transfer policy object migration decision cycle, the rTP  values of all the active 

regions are computed at the same time. Then, the large rTP  value becomes the 

overall system transfer probability; that is, highestTPO = rTP  or )max( rO TPTP = . 

The migration decision is affirmative for OO ThTP >  , where OTh  is either separately 

defined or equal to the rTh  of the active region where the current OTP  comes from. 

 

Figure 3.2. Leveraging multiple primary metrics by SDITPM 
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Figure 3.2 captures the PID essence of the SDITPM controller in leveraging 

multiple primary metrics. From each primary metric the P and D secondary metrics 

are derived. The planar integration produces the planar rTP  value for every region r  

in the control plane, and the vertical integration produces the collective rTP  value 

for a stack of  
thr  regions (e.g. 1Rr =  ). In Figure 3.2 the stack size (i.e. the number 

of thr regions) is STK. In reality any useful system parameter can be leveraged as a 

primary metric. For example, if the request queue length (Q) of a logical server is 

leveraged as the primary metrics, then the secondary metrics derived are as follows: 

a) the ratio 
1−i

i
M

M for P control, where t
iM  is estimated on the fly at time t  (in the 

thi  cycle) by the Convergence Algorithm, and b) the rate of change in the same 

cycle, dt
dQ  for D control. 

If the ψ  symbol represents deviation error, l  to index the primary metric, 

d to index the secondary metric, 
r

dl
I

,ψ  or dl
I

,ψ  to denote the planar integration for 

region r , then the regional transfer probability r
nlTP ],1[=  for leveraging n  (i.e. STK = 

n) primary metrics can be scaled as required by ]1,[],1[],1[ nInTP rr
nl lψα •== . The 

entries in the ],1[ nα  matrix are scaling coefficients for the corresponding n number 

of 
r

l
Iψ values in the ]1,[nI

lψ matrix. The dot product (i.e. • ) yields the scaled 

r
lTP values as shown by equation (3.3).  

To summarize, the SDITPM framework, which is basically a PID controller, 

is defined by the following equations: 
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a) (3.1) for planar integration: r specifies the region, K  indicates the 

number of secondary metrics, and l  uniquely identifies the 

primary metric. 

b) (3.2) for vertical integration: subscript S  (e.g. in SrTP , ) indicates 

the stack-level effect. 

c) (3.3) for scaled control: the scaling matrix fine-tunes the SrTP ,  

control. 

d) (3.4) for leveraging a single metric to yield rTP : c identifies the 

migration decision cycle. 

e) (3.5) for leveraging multiple primary metrics to yield c
rSTP . 

 

)1.3)...(()(
1

,,1 ,, ∑∫
=

=
==

K

j

j
rl

K

rj

j
rl

r djI
Kl

ψψψ     

)2.3)...(()(
,1

,
1

,1 ,,1, ∑∑∫∫
==

==
==

K

rj

j
rl

STK

l

K

rj

j
rl

STK

rlSr djTP ψψ  

)3.3...(],...,[
2,

1,

,

1
,, ⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
•== ==

l

l

dl I
I

ITPTP Subl
r

l
rrlSr

ψ

ψ
ψαα  

 )4.3.....(c
r

c
O TPTP =   Zc ,...,3,2,1=  (leveraging one primary metric in thc  

cycle)   

)5.3...(,
c
Sr

c
O TPTP = ,   Zc ,...,3,2,1=     (leveraging multiple primary metrics) 
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The example in Table 3.1 demonstrates how equation (3.3) leverages three 

primary metrics. Each primary metric X contributes two secondary metrics, dt
dX  

for D control and 
1−i

i
M

M  for P control. iM denotes the current mean of the X 

variable at the thi  cycle, but his cycle may not coincide with the thc cycle in 

equations (3.4) and (3.5); thth ci = . The scaled vertical integration is materialized by 

the equation, ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
•= ==

r

r

rl I
I

ITP r
l

r
lrl

,2

,1

,
],[ 21,

ψ

ψ
ψαα  or its alternative 

rr
II r

l
r
l ,2,1

** 21 ψψ αα == + . The scaling coefficient r
lα  (e.g. r

l 2=α  above) may be 

different for different control regions r . 

 

 

In this example the 

number of deviation errors 

in control region r of the 

control plane indexed by 

l is 2=K ; the deviation 

error is  
j
rl ,ψ  for 

2,1== dj  in the thc  

transfer policy decision 

making cycle 

   

1K  = 1,lψ

 

(deviation 

error for 

the 1st 

secondary 

metric) 

  

2K = 2,lψ

 

(deviation 

error for 

the 2nd  

secondary 

metric) 

 )1.3)....((
1

,, ∑
=

=
K

j

j
rl

r
jl

I ψψ   

is planar integration for region r  

1st primary metric (i.e. 

1=l ) 

0.6 0.4 1
,,1
==

rjl
II ψψ   (from equation (3.1) 

2nd primary metric (i.e. 

2=l ) 

0.123 0.27 393.0
2
=ψI      (from equation (3.1) 
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3rd primary metric (i.e. 

3=l ) 

0.82 0.37 19.1
3
=ψI           (from equation (3.1)

dlITP
STK

rl

c
Sr l∫

=

=
=

3

,1, ψ  

(equation (3.2)) 

  583.219.1393.01],3,1[ =++== rlTP  

c
SrTP , is now scaled by 

equation (3.3), yielding 

]5.0,1,15[],,[ 321 ====
r
l

r
l

r
l ααα  

  5.0*19.11*393.05.1*1],3,1[ ++== rlTP

i.e.  938.1],3,1[, == = rl
c
Sr TPTP  

Table 3.1. Three primary metrics (STK=3) and   for computing rlTP , ; rl
c

rS TPTP ,=  

 

The example in Table 3.1 explains the usage of equations: (3.1), (3.2), and 

(3.3). The region r  in the example leverages three primary metrics (i.e. 3=l ) that 

each contributes deviation errors computed from the two corresponding secondary 

metrics; that is 2=K . The regional transfer probability by vertical integration is 

given by the stack sum 583.219.1393.01],3,1[ =++== = rl
C

rS TPTP . After scaling it 

become 1.938. If this value is the highest regional transfer probability, then 

C
r

c
O TPTP = holds. Migration is affirmative for the condition OO ThTP > , where OTh  is 

threshold of the dominant currently control region where OTP  came from. 
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Figure 3.3. VTune timing analysis of the Java MCA implementation (i.e. RTM 3
) 

 

In the SDITPM framework the real-time computation of the mean, iM  of the 

primary metric at thi cycle is by the RTM 3  or MCA technique. The migration 

decision cycle c  may not be in synchrony with the thi RTM 3  cycle (i.e. thth ic ≠ ). 

The P control is based on the
1−i

i
M

M ratio, but the D  control can be obtained by 

one of the following two methods: 

 

a) Using iM  directly:  The D control is dt
MMD ii

i
)( 1−−= . It is 

more stable than the other method but less responsive because of 

the 1−iM feedback in the thi  cycle of iM  prediction. 
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b) Using simple linear regression (SLR): This alternative method, 

which is executed in the thi  cycle either as iii exbby ++= 10  or in 

the thc cycle as ccc exbby ++= 10 , is based on the least-squares 

error concept ( ie  or ce is the curve-fitting error) [Jain91]. It makes 

the D control responsive because it has no feedback at all. The 

parameter ib is the rate of change in the thi iM  cycle, and the ix  

variables are the )1( −F  number of data samples. The F value is 

the same as the flush limit chosen for the MCA implementation. 

 

 

      Figure 3.4. Simple linear regression of 13 queue length samples 

 

The MCA and the simple linear regression (SLR) methods can be used for 

the D control implementation in the SDITPM framework because a) they are 

statistical and independent of the waveform type and b) they are simple and need 

only short computation times. The SLR needs simple computations for 0b  and 1b  

from the data samples. The execution times for MCA and SLR are compatible and 
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they can be measured with the Intel’s VTune Performance Analyzer [VTune] in 

number of clock cycles. The different VTune measurements confirm that the RTM 3  

object requires only an average of 330 clock cycles for intrinsic execution. Intrinsic 

means that data is immediately usable from a pre-collected trace. In field 

applications the actual RTM 3 execution time is the sum of its intrinsic computation 

time and the total IAT (inter-arrival time) delays for collecting the (F-1) number of 

data items. For a platform operating at 850 MHz the physical intrinsic RTM 3  

execution time is 7
6 10*88.3330*])10*850(

1[ −≈ seconds. The short execution 

times required by RTM 3 and SLR make them immensely suitable for stringent time-

critical applications [Stankovic98]. Figure 3.3 is a screen capture for one of the 

VTune analysis the RTM 3  intrinsic execution time. The SLR reflects the trend of 

change from the current data samples without referring to the past performance. This 

makes SLR vulnerable to noise and perturbations. Figure 3.4 is the simple linear 

regression for 13)1( =−F  number of queue length samples on the X axis. The plot 

shows that the trend of the queue length in this case grows at the rate of 1176.01 =b  

requests per unit time. 

3.3  Connective Summary 

This chapter describes the proposed SDITPM framework in details. 

Conceptually it can be represented by Figure 3.2, and formally it is represented by 

the set of equations, (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (.4) and (3.5). Two waveform independent 

techniques are adopted for leveraging real-time statistics of the chosen primary 

metrics, MCA (micro Convergence Algorithm) and SLR (simple linear regression). 
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The timing analysis shows that both of them require more or less the same execution 

time. The more stable MCA yields a less responsive result. In contrast, the more 

responsive SLR approach is more vulnerable to system perturbations because it has 

no feedback loop similar that of the MCA approach. In the next chapter some 

verification results for the SDITPM prototype will be presented.    
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CHAPTER 4. VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTS  

 

The SDITPM was verified in the Aglets environment in two ways: static and 

dynamic. The choice of the Aglets Mobile Agent Platform [AGLETS] is intentional 

because a) it is designed for the Internet and this makes the verification results 

scalable so that they can be validated in the open Internet, and b) the Aglets has rich 

user experience to draw from, and c) previous work indicates that the Aglets is 

stable. In the static way only a single computer is used, and a single resident aglet 

(agile applet) runs on it. This aglet samples the injected waveforms (e.g. Poisson, 

self-similar, or actual traces), which simulate the metric profiles, to compute the 

overall transfer probability for making migration decisions. In fact, the aglet, which 

embeds the SDITPM mechanism, does not migrate physically but the decisions 

provide the correspondence/correlation between the migration decisions and the 

current statistics. The user can visualize what changes that the static object sees in 

the process of time. If the migration decisions correspond with the injected statistics 

correctly, then the SDITPM mechanism is logically verified. In the dynamic way the 

SDITPM mechanism in the aglet, which simulates a migrating logical server, 

actually samples the chosen metrics in the network nodes to make migration 

decisions. The aim is to verify the following: a) the migration decisions indeed 

correspond with the current actual statistics of the metrics being leveraged, and b) 

the effect of load balancing is indeed achieved because of the object mobility.  

Figure 4.1 summarize the two verification approaches. The static approach is 

marked as “Path 1” and the dynamic verification is called “Path 2”, which may 
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involve remote nodes that interact over TCP channels. The use of traces in the 

SDITPM verification exercise is an important step because these traces represent 

actual Internet operations that follow the power laws [Medina00].  To recap, static 

verification involves only one static/resident aglet and one node (host of the former) 

and therefore the simulations do not involve actual aglet/object mobility. In contrast, 

dynamic verification involves one mobile aglet that can migrate to any nodes within 

the predefined network boundary.  

 

Metric A

 

Figure 4.1. The Aglets environment for the SDITPM verification experiments 
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In the verification experiments the SDITPM prototype, which becomes a part of 

the logical server construct, is called the Transfer Policy Handler (TPH). As shown 

in Figure 4.1 it has the following elements:  

a) Metric sensors: Each sensor is responsible for sampling a particular primary 

metric waveform/distribution. The number of sensors depends on how many 

metrics are leveraged. 

b) “P+I+D” control: Every metric waveform is leveraged for purposes of P, I, 

and D control purposes. Transfer policy decisions are made based on the 

combined effect of the regional control values (Table 4.1). For example, the 

1
3C  region (synonymously known as the following: [C1, C3], region R1, or 

PID control) leverages both the P and D controls in terms of the deviation 

errors: C1: )(1
PPl

C
l refP ∆+−=ψ  and C3: )(3

DDl
C
l refD ∆+−=ψ  

respectively. The I control leverages the successive deviation errors from the 

secondary metrics for the predefined window K, namely, 

)()(
1

,1 ,, ∑∫
=

=
==

K

j

j
dl

K

j

j
dl djI

dl
ψψψ (i.e. equation (3.1)). The regions 2

3C  and 

1
4C  leverage only the D and P controls respectively, but the I control is 

present for all the regions. To be exact, the control mechanisms for the 

different regions in Figure 3.1 are as follows: a) “P+I+D” control for 1
3C , b) 

“D+I” control for 2
3C , and c) “P+I” control for 1

4C . 

c) Migration probability analyzer (MPA): This module computes the transfer 

policy probability (or rTP ) for current regional control: 
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]*[
1

,,∑
=

=
Sub

l
rlrlr TPwTP ( i.e. equation (3.3)). Then, the largest rTP  value 

becomes the transfer probability OTP  of the overall control plane (Figure 3.1 

and Figure 3.2). The primary metrics being leveraged are indicated by l , for 

sll ,..,2,1= . If the transfer decision cycle is indicated by c , then 

r
c

r
c

O TPTPTP ==  (i.e. equation (3.4)) holds for Zc ,.,2,1= .      

The transfer policy decision to migrate is affirmative for the 

r
c

O ThresholdTP >  condition, and the choice of rThreshold  for the control region r  

(e.g. R1) is predefined and depends on the types of primary metrics being leveraged. 

At the present stage the rThreshold  choice is left as an implementation issue.   
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1D  control ↓   |  1P  control 

→  

               C1   (P+)            C2   (P-) 

 
                      C3   (D+) 
 
( 1

3C
Th , 1

4C
Th  and 2

3C
Th  are 

the predefined thresholds for 
the different regions) 

Migrate for sure if 
only a single primary 
metric is leveraged 
by setting 1

3Cr
TP

=  to 

infinity so that 
1
3

1
3 CCr ThTP >>

=  

always holds   
 
(region R1 or 1

3C  or 
[C1,C3] or 
Migration ; PID or 
“P+I+D” control) 

Alarm 1 (A1): for 

2
3

1
4

C
C

l ThTP < , 

migrate otherwise 
 
(region R2 or 2

3C  
or [C2,C3] or 
Alarm 1; DI or 
“D+I” control) 

 
                      C4  (D-) 

Alarm 2 (A2): for  

1
4

1
4

C
C

l ThTP < , 

otherwise migrate 
 
(region R3 or 1

4C  or 
[C1,C4] or Alarm 2; 
PI or “P+I” control)

Don’t care or Inert 
state  (no action) 
 
(region R4 or 2

3C  
or [C2,C4] or 
Inert; inert 
control state) 

Table 4.1. SDITPM decision matrix for a control plane (one metric) 

 

The synonyms for the planner control regions as shown in Table 4.1 which is 

a more detailed description of Figure 3.2, are as follows:  

a) Control region 1: Can be referred to as R1, 1
3C  or [C1,C3] for PID control. 

b) Control region 2: Can be referred to as R2, 2
3C  or [C2,C3] for DI control. 

c) Control region 3: Can be referred to as R3, 1
4C  or [C1,C4] for PI control. 

d) Control region 4: Can be referred to as R4, 2
3C  or [C2,C4], an inert control state. 
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4.1 Static Verifications   

The aim of the static verification experiments is to ensure that the SDITPM 

mechanism is logically correct. Even though the aglet that embeds the SDITPM 

mechanism does not physical migrate, the experimental data can empirically indicate 

the following: a) the migration decisions indeed correspond to the sampled statistics 

of the metrics being leveraged, and b) the SDITPM decisions work for different 

numbers of metrics being leveraged at the same time. The following sections 

demonstrate migration decisions versus different number of metrics.  

4.1.1 Single Metric 

The SDITPM can leverage any metric and treats it simply as a waveform. 

The following experiments for demonstration purposes leveraged different pre-

collected traces, which were injected as waveforms by the driver shown in Figure 

4.1 to excite the SDITPM mechanism. These traces included the CPU utilization 

profiles, the memory utilization profiles, and the context switching time profiles.  

Different examples will be presented in the sequel for demonstration purposes.  

4.1.1.1 Memory Utilization 

In this experiment the trace of system memory consumption or utilization 

profile was used. The profile is normalized to a range of 0-1 (1 for 100%) as shown 

in Figure 4.2. The ‘0’ value means that all system memory resources are free, 

whereas ‘1’ represents no more free memory.  
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Real time memory consumption metric captured in Experiment 1
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Figure 4.2. The memory utilization profile/trace 

 

The SDITPM mechanism in the aglet (logical server) leveraged the profile 

for making migration decisions. The decision is affirmed if the condition the “self” 

overall transfer probability OTP  is greater than the given threshold. The OTP  is the 

collective result computed from the regional transfer probabilities rTP . The concept 

of regional thresholds rTh  and the migration decisions are plotted in Figure 4.3.  P 

control in the SDITPM mechanism is 
1−i

i
M

M , where iM  is computed by the 

Convergence Algorithm (CA) in its micro form called the RTM 3  [Lo02, Wong01].  

The rate dt
dQ   or D control is measured by the difference, Mi – Mi-1.   Table 4.2 is 

an example that illustrates how  
1−i

i
M

M  and dt
dQ  can be calculated with respect 

to the thi  prediction cycle of the Convergence Algorithm (CA), which is part of the 
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SDITPM construct. Every CA prediction cycle uses thirteen data samples to 

calculate the current mean iM  of the waveform being leveraged. 

   thi  

prediction 

cycle 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 iM  0.553  0.591  0.690 0.620 0.659 0.713 0.580 0.717 

1−i

i
M

M  - 0.936  0.857 1.113 0.941 0.924 1.229 0.809 

 dt
dQ  - 0.038  0.099 

-

0.070 
0.039 0.054 

-

0.133 
0.137 

Table 4.2. Real-time calculations of 1−i

i
M

M
 and dt

dQ
 

 

The SDITPM has four control regions, Migration (R1), Alarm 1 (R2), Alarm 

2 (R3) and Inert (R4). The deviation error in a time window is calculated as follows: 

1. When both P and D controls fall outside their tolerance bands the deviation 

error for region R1 will be Ψp +Ψd, whereas the deviation errors for the regions 

R2, R3, R4 are set to zero. Ψp is the deviation error (with respective to the row 

in Table 4.1) for proportional or P control, and Ψd is the deviation error (with 

respect to the column in Table 4.1) for derivative or D control.   

2. When only the D control falls outside its tolerance band the deviation error for 

R2 will beΨd, whereas the deviation errors for R1, R3, R4 are set to zero. 

3. When only the P control falls outside its tolerance band the deviation error for 

R3 is Ψp, and the deviation errors for R1, R2, R4 are set to zero.  
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4. When the P and D controls are inside their tolerance bands there is no migration 

decision necessary. This is why R4 is an inert control state. 

Statistical result analysed by SDITPM with reference to Memory Consumption
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Figure 4.3. SDITPM migration decisions for the memory utilization in Figure 4.2 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the values of the three different regions (i.e. R1, R2, and R3) 

over time. For simplicity all the control regions have the same threshold value (i.e. 

Th1 = Th2 = Th3 =50).  The rising edges of rectangular pulses indicate when 

migration decisions were made.  For example, the rising edge of the rectangular 

pulse “a” is the point when the logical server would have migrated if it were not 

static. The migration decision was affirmative because the PID control value in R1 

exceeded the given threshold. That is, the dominant control value for “a” is the PID 

mechanism. Similarly; the rising edge the rectangular pulse “b” indicates PI control, 

which became dominant instead. Since the aglet server is static/resident it sees all 

the changes of dominance from one control region to another. The experimental 

result shows that SDITPM can indeed make sound transfer policy decisions for 

a b
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server migration even by leveraging a single metric. Similar experiments 

unanimously identified that the memory utilization profile is a good metric for 

SDITPM. 

 

4.1.1.2 CPU Utilization 

Figure 4.4 is the CPU utilization profile used in the experiment. The 

migration decisions made by the SDITPM mechanism are shown in Figure 4.5.  The 

rising edges of the three rectangular pulses indicate when server migration decisions 

were affirmed. The three decisions were all dictated by the R1 control (i.e. CPU 

utilization is too high (P control) and increases too steeply (D control).  Since the 

aglet server is resident it sees all the changes of dominance from one control region 

to another. For example, within the “a” pulse width the R1 (i.e. PID) dominance was 

later replaced by R3 (i.e. PI). This experiment further confirms that the SDITPM 

mechanism has no problem making sound transfer policy decisions for object/server 

migrations by leveraging a well chosen metric such as the CPU utilization. In fact, 

similar experiments unanimously identified that the CPU utilization profile is a 

useful metric for the SDITPM to make sound migration decisions.  
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Real time CPU utilization metric captured in Experiment 2
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Figure 4.4. A CPU utilization profile 

Statistical result analysed by SDITPM with reference to CPU Utilization
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Figure 4.5. Migration decisions by SDITPM based on a CPU utilization trace 

 

4.1.1.3 Context Switching Time 

Figure 4.6 is the CST (context switching time) profile being leveraged by the 

SDITPM mechanism in the resident aglet. Figure 4.7 shows that the first and second 

a 
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migration decisions were based on the transfer probability of R1 (i.e. PID), but the 

third migration decision is due to R3 (i.e. PI control).    

Real time context switching time metric captured in Experiment 3
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Figure 4.6. Context switching time (CST) profile/trace 

Statistical result analysed by SDITPM with reference to Context Switching Time
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Figure 4.7. Migration decisions for the CST trace in Figure 4.6. 

 

4.1.2 Leveraging Two Metrics  

Figure 4.8 shows two traces, memory and utilizations together. When these 

two metrics were leverage by the SDITPM mechanism at the same time the 

deviation errors of the metrics were summed. The summation is the basis of the 
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planar integral control shown in Figure 3.2.  Therefore, the overall transfer 

probability OTP  should theoretically be larger compared to single-metric leveraging. 

The corresponding migration decisions are shown in Figure 4.9.   
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Figure 4.8. Two superimposed metrics, memory and CPU utilizations 
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Figure 4.9. Migrations by leveraging memory and CPU utilizations simultaneously 
 

 
4.1.3 Leveraging Three Metrics  

In this experiment three traces, memory utilization profile, CPU utilization 

profile, and the logical context switching time were leveraged. Figure 4.10 shows 

the three metrics, and the migration decisions are shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 
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4.12 of different thresholds. The result shows that SDITPM has no problem in 

leveraging multiple metrics for making migration decisions. Figure 4.11 and 4.12 

indicate that the SDITPM control sensitivity can be tuned by setting different 

threshold values. For example, there are four migration decisions in Figure 4.11 with 

threshold equal to 50 but five decisions in Figure 4.12 with threshold equal to 180. 

Real time metrics captured in Experiment 4:

Context Switching Time, Memory Consumption and CPU Utilization
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Figure 4.10.  Superimposed context switching time, memory and CPU utilizations 

 

Statistical result analysed by SDITPM (Threshold = 50) with reference to

Memory Consumption, CPU Utilization and Context Switching Time
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Figure 4.11. Migrations by leveraging metrics shown in Figure 4.10 (threshold = 50) 
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Statistical result analysed by SDITPM (Threshold = 180) with reference to

Memory Consumption, CPU Utilization and Context Switching Time
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Figure 4.12. Migrations by leveraging the metrics in Figure 4.1 (threshold = 180) 

 

4.2 Dynamic Metric Leveraging 

Dynamic leveraging of metrics by the SDITPM mechanism for making migration 

decisions needs the support of a network architecture called the Public Intranet. 

Since there are many details involved, the whole of Chapter 5 will be dedicated to 

the discussion of this issue. In order to provide a glimpse of what does it mean by 

metric leveraging at this stage CPU utilization (U) is used as an example. The U 

value is a powerful metric as shown in some of the experimental results in this thesis. 

The SDITPM framework leverages it as a primary metric in a real-time manner in 

light of the following features: 

a) It is a distribution of utilization (e.g. in %) versus time. 

b) It provides two useful secondary metrics for the SDITPM, 
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i) Proportional control, P = Ui / Ui-1, 

ii) Derivative control, D = dU/dt = (Ui – Ui-1) / (ti – ti-1) 

c) The safety margins ∆  in the P and D objective functions 2},0{ P∆  2},0{ D∆  

respectively divide the control plane into 4 control regions (Figure 3.1), and 

each is governed by the regional threshold. The integral (I) control for each 

control region at any time sums up the current deviation P and D errors, 

which are absolute values greater/smaller than the safety margin (i.e. P∆  and 

D∆ ). 

d) If the integral control value is larger than the regional threshold, the chance 

of object migration is affirmed. 

 

4.3 Connective Summary 

The novel SDITPM is a framework for real-time migration decision making. 

It was verified in two ways, static and dynamic. Static verification means that one 

aglet, which embeds the SDITPM mechanism, does not migrate physically. This 

aglet is excited by different kind of waveforms, including pre-collected traces, to 

simulate different metrics. The SDITPM samples the excitations and makes 

migration decisions. The SDITPM is considered logically correct provided that the 

decisions correspond to the sampled statistics. In the dynamic verification exercise 

the aglet, which emulates the migrating logical server that embeds the SDITPM 

mechanism, should migrate correctly and effectively within the predefined network 

boundary. The load balancing effect due to its object mobility should be visible if 

the SDITPM works as expected. The visibility can be confirmed from the 
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performance data that the aglet’s self transfer probability OTP  is consistently the 

lowest compared with the intrinsic ones. The rationale is that with the SDITPM 

support the logical server always migrates to the least busy villager node. Since the 

dynamic verification exercise involves a lot of details, the whole of Chapter 5 is 

dedicated to its discussion.        
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CHAPTER 5. DYNAMIC SDITPM VERIFICATION AND 
VISUALIZATION OF OBJECT MOBILITY 

 
Dynamic SDITPM verification involves a single logical entity that migrates 

on the fly to different nodes within the boundary of a subnet carved out of the 

Internet (e.g. Intranet). It is a known fact it is not easy to debug distributed programs 

that run on distributed hardware. Traditional techniques are not suitable for 

debugging distributed software because distributed objects have their own address 

spaces. Instead, visualization techniques [Wong2001A3, Wong2001Words] are 

lauded as powerful candidates for effective distributed software debugging. There 

were many publications since the early 1990s trying to address the problem of 

debugging distributed software (e.g. Myers90, Herrate91 and Yeung98b). However, 

there is little progress in this area as indicated by the more recent mobile agent 

platforms, which usually lack a efficacious visualization package for deciphering 

abnormal object behaviour (e.g. Aglets, Ara in Table 5.1) The aim is to record and 

decipher abnormal behaviour for the collaborating cognate objects. This is easier 

said than done because there is a network boundary problem to overcome. Firstly, it 

is impossible for any agent to migrate anywhere in the open Internet at will without 

any prior collaboration agreement among “villages” or “farms” of nodes [Wong00]. 

Secondly, even when there is an agreement there should be a mechanism in a 

village/farm to record all the agent activities in a designated shared-memory area, 

which could be centralized or distributed. Even the relatively more well-known 

existing mobile agent platforms such, as Ara [Ara], Aglets [Aglets] and Concordia 

(Table 5.1), lack a powerful visualization support for debugging abnormal agent 

behaviour. The graphical interfaces of the visualization tools of Aglets and 
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Concordia do allow the user to record object locations but do not provide any means 

for the user to identify and decipher abnormal object behaviour.  For this reason the 

novel generic 3A  framework was proposed in [Wong00] to support:   

a) Formation of a commune called the Public Intranet (PI) to facilitate mobile 

agent based computing, independent of the mobile agent platform of 

language. 

b) VUI (Visual User Interface) for visualizing object mobility.   

For example, the VUI described in [Wong00] was adapted to support the Aglets 

mobile agent platform. By computing the migration index on the fly through 

leveraging the chosen system metrics in a real-time manner, for example, an aglet 

can migrate freely within the PI. The typically useful system metrics include the 

CPU utilization of the host and its memory utilization. If the migration index 

computed by the aglet has exceeded the given threshold, then migration could 

materialize depending on whether a suitable destination could be found.    

 IBM Aglets Concordia Ara 
Developer 
 
 

IBM Tokyo Lab. Mitsubishi Electric's 
Horizon Systems 
Laboratory 

U. of 
Kaiserslautern 
 

Programming 
language 

Java Java C,C++,Tcl 

Code migration Archived Object class, 
jar (compressed object 
code) file 

Object Class Object Class 

Interface for 
Visualizing and 
debugging object 
behaviour 

Tahiti: for managing 
agents and logging their 
locations only 

For minimum remote 
object administration   

None 

Table 5.1. Comparison of some Agent Systems 

The results produced by repeating the experiments described in [Wong00] 

indicate that the 3A  framework implemented in the Aglets environment indeed can 
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support effective visualization of object mobility. For this reason the 3A  framework 

was adapted to support the static and dynamic verifications of the SDITPM model. 

The details of these verifications will be provided later. The dynamic verification 

exercise was carried out in the distributed Aglets environment; the logical server and 

the evaluators (to be described later) were aglets. The experimental results in this 

chapter differ from the previous ones, which were obtained from simulations by 

using a single computer with the Aglets setup for static SDITPM verification.  

 

Figure 5.1. Three villages interact through the mediators to form a Public Intranet (PI) 

5.1  Some Adapted 3A  Framework Details  

The adapted 3A  framework (i.e. 4A  framework) is the visualization tool for 

the dynamic SDITPM verification experiments. The adaptation includes the 

following new features proposed as part of my MPhil thesis: a) real-time displays of 

the “self” regional transfer probabilities of the migrating logical server/aglet, b) real-

time displays of the “intrinsic” regional transfer probabilities of the resident 

evaluator of the “console”, c) collecting the real-time profiles of the leveraged 
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metrics, and d) logging the migration decisions by SDITPM. In the 4A  context a 

“console” is the node where the VUI (i.e. MUI in the light of the console) is invoked. 

The original features of the 3A framework (still in 4A ) are: a) coordinator 

declarations, b) village member registrations/deregistrations, c) generic VUI 

interface of two parts: the manual part that allows PI creation and the visualizer part 

that shows the current PI configuration and traces the object mobility. In the 3A / 4A  

context, villages are interconnected in a non-adhesive manner by the mediators or 

connectors to form a large commune called the Public Intranet (PI) (Figure 5.1). Any 

Internet node however distant can join and leave a village at will by membership 

registration/deregistration. Only commune members can share the communal 

resources and non-members are regarded as intruders. A mediator is an Internet node 

that has memberships in different villages. Through its multiple memberships it has 

become the gateway for agents to migrate from one village to another to share the 

local resources with the mediator’s privileges by referral. The formation of a 

commune starts with the following three basic steps: 

a) Any Internet node becomes the coordinator of a village by declaring itself. The 

declaration is achieved by executing the public “Coordinator.class” program 

(CP). A successful execution means inclusion of the new coordinator in the 

public Coordinator File (CF). If a coordinator wants to give up its role, it should 

inform its villagers to deregister and executes the CP again to terminate its role. 

The VUI is a generic API to be invoked from any Internet node called the 

console (VUI for a particular console is the MUI). 
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b) Any Internet node can become a member of any village by first executing the 

“Register.class”.  The execution brings out the VUI/MUI though which the user 

chooses to join the preferred village(s). This is achieved because the MUI 

displays the CF contents that show all the villages. This will be demonstrated by 

a walkthrough later.  

c) For a new member the local coordinator broadcasts/multicast its identity and 

address to other members. With the new information the villagers can update 

their local records of current communal members. These local records are called 

the Network Configuration Tables (NCT). Deregistration is simply a reverse 

process in which the deregistered member will be deleted from the NCT. 

5.2  A Walkthrough of the Original 3A  Framework 

 A3 stands for three issues of fault tolerance [Gartner99]: 

(a) Access security: The idea is that if agents do not come from the same commune, 

which is either a village or a public Intranet (to be explained later), they are 

denied access to the communal resources.  

(b) Agent persistence: The aim is to enable a mobile agent to move out of dangerous 

zones, ahead of possible partial failures, for self-preservation. Anticipations of 

possible faults are achieved by computing the reliability indices based on the 

chosen set of run-time parameters.   

(c) Avoidance of long queuing time for service: The issue is to let an agent move out 

of a site that requires long waiting (queuing time) for service. Since this type of 

agent migration from a busy site to an idle one would even out the workload for 

different sites, it is treated as dynamic load balancing in the A3 framework. This 
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migration is decided by another set of indices, which are also computed from the 

instantaneous values of chosen run-time parameters.      

The components of the Public Intranet are the villages that are controlled and 

managed by the corresponding coordinators. Any node can become a member of 

different villages by registration. Conceptually any Internet node, however distant, 

can become a village coordinator if it executes the “Coordinator.class” program or 

CP. For the simulation experiments all the programs are written in Java. The 

identities of different village members are displayed in the Coordinator Interface (CI) 

as shown in Figure 5.2. A coordinator, however, cannot be a member of any other 

villages. The identities of all the coordinators are stored in a “Coordinator File”, and 

are displayed in the Member User Interface (MUI). In Figure 5.3, the MUI is the 

VUI dedicated to the console atp://u5x-172:8001/ (or simply u5x-172). Figure 5.2 is 

the CI for the coordinator atp://u5x-170/, which has no village member yet at the 

moment. 

 

Figure 5.2. CI for the coordinator - atp://u5x-170:8001/ 
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Figure 5.3. Member User Interface (MUI) at member node atp://u5x-172:8001/ 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1. Membership Registration 

Any node in the Internet, other than the incumbent coordinators, can register 

as a member of any village by executing the “Register.class” Java program. If the 

program runs successfully, the local MUI (e.g. Figure 5.3) will appear and shows: 

a) The available coordinators in the network (in the Figure 5.3 case the 
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coordinators are: atp://u5x-170/ and atp://u5x-171/). 

b) The user node identity (it is the Internet node atp://u5x-172/ in Figure 5.3). 

    An Internet node can register with more than one coordinator to become a 

mediator. The mediators serve as the connective that interconnects different villages 

to form a large commune or Public Intranet. Membership registration can be carried 

out if the user executes the public Register.class program. This brings out the MUI 

through which the user can choose and register its Internet node (i.e. the “console”) 

with any village(s) by highlighting the target node and clicking the “Register>>” 

button. The same process applies to deregistration except the button should be 

“<<DeRegister”.  
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Figure 5.4  MUI for node (atp://u5x-172:8001/) shows the connection between 
atp://u5x-170 and atp://u5x-172 after a successful registration operation 
by atp://u5x-172 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. CI the atp://u5x-170) coordinator lists the current member 
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Figure 5.6. The mediator atp://u5x-172:8001/ has joined two villages 

To recap, a successful registration means:  

a) The node has become a village member and now has the right to share the 

resources from other members in the same village or other village(s) through the 

mediator. 

b) Its identity will be recorded in the coordinator’s Host Table (Figure 5.5). 

c) It can not register with the same coordinator again.  

The Figures, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 walk through the sequence of how a village/PI is 

formed. The smallest PI is a single village. In Figure 5.4 the visualizer part of the 

MUI displays the connection between the villager (atp://u5x-172) and its coordinator 

explicitly (atp://u5x-170). The positions of the manual part and the visualizer part in 

a MUI can be swapped for the sake of presentation convenience and clarity. The 
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MUI in Figure 5.6 shows that the same Internet node cannot register with the same 

coordinator again for the “Available Coordinator(s)” field and now only has the 

remaining coordinator atp://u5x-171. In Figure 5.5 the Coordinator Interface (CI) 

shows its new villager atp://u5x-170 in the Host Table. The visualizer part in Figure 

5.6 captures the current PI, and the data in the manual part (left-hand side) matches 

this graphic PI representation (the right). The indices shown in the manual part (e.g. 

Memory Operation Index) characterizes the original VUI design [Wong00]. Figure 

5.7 is another example that shows how the particular atp://u5x-171 coordinator had 

managed four villagers at the time of the screen capture.  

   

 

Figure 5.7. Node atp://u1x-139:900/ is also a member in the village managed by 
coordinator atp://ulx-137:9100/ as shown by its CI 
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Figure 5.8. Node atp://u5x-172 has de-registered from atp://u5x-171 

    A node from any village is deregistered by clicking the “<<DeRegister” 

button in the local MUI. For example, the node atp://u5x-172 is de-registered 

successfully from the village controlled by the atp://u5x-171 coordinator, as shown 

in Figure 5.8. The result is disappearance of the whole village managed by the u5x-

171 coordinator from the screen.  

5.2.2  Tracing the Object Mobility 

The mobility of an object can be traced by programming the object to 

migrate under certain conditions. Object migrations in [Wong00] were based on 
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different migrations indices (MI). The calculation of these indices differs completely 

from that for the SDITPM verification experiments. To differentiate the symbol P-

MI (i.e. previous MI) denotes those calculations described in [Wong00]. When the 

P-MI values were greater than the given thresholds migrations were triggered.  

 

Figure 5.9. Object placed/dispatched to node atp://b5x-178 

The migration and path-tracing processes in [Wong00] were manually 

achieved through the MUI by steps as follows: 

 Step 1. Click the destination node (e.g. the highlighted atp://b5x-178 in Figure 5.9) 

to dispatch a mobile object (i.e. an aglet) from the atp://b5x-180 console.  
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Step 2. Click the “Dispatch Aglet” button to actually dispatch the mobile object (now 

shown as a “dot” in atp://b5x-178 of Figure 5.9). 

Step 3. Capture the migration process, the mobile object had automatically migrated 

from atp://b5x-178 to atp://u5x-172 as captured by Figure 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10. Object automatically migrated to node atp://u5x-172 
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5.3  Tracing SDITPM Object Mobility   

The operation follows the philosophy described by [Wong00].  The original 

features in [Wong00] alone, however, cannot satisfy the need of the SDITPM 

verification exercise. Therefore, new features have to be added and they will be 

elaborated later.  Object migration in the SDITPM verification exercise is not based 

on P-MI values but the overall transfer probabilities OTP  of the collaborating nodes 

in the PI. The local or intrinsic OTP  of a physical village node is computed by its 

resident evaluator entity, which is also an aglet. A migrating object, which is a 

logical server in the SDITPM context, leverages the same metrics from its host node 

as by the resident evaluator, but can be in a somewhat different way. Therefore, the 

OTP  computed by the logical server is called the “self” OTP .  For example, the 

evaluator may measure the average context switching time (CST) of the host node 

independent of how jobs are scheduled to time-share the CPU (i.e. intrinsic CST). In 

contrast, the logical server is interested only in its own CST (i.e. self CST), which 

can be very different from intrinsic CST. The difference depends on the execution 

priority of the logical server in the host. The self CST has a special meaning because 

it not only indicates the interval t  since the logical server had virtually owned the 

CPU last time but also implies temporal locality. The meaning of temporal locality is 

that the chance tP  for the logical server to virtually own the CPU again is inversely 

proportional to t , tPt
1∝ . The “self” and “intrinsic” properties lead to different 

regional control values computed by the SDITPM elements in the logical server and 
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the resident evaluator respectively, even the rest of the metrics being leveraged is the 

same.   

 

Figure 5.11. Resident evaluators and a coordinator’s OTP  table 

Each coordinator collects and updates all the local intrinsic OTP  values of the 

village members within the PI boundary kept in its OTP  table. It exchanges the OTP  

information in this table with other coordinators in a dynamic manner. At the system 

steady state all the coordinators should have a complete picture of all the intrinsic 

OTP  values within the PI anytime.  If a logical server needs to migrate because its 

self OTP  is larger than the given threshold, it picks the host with the lowest intrinsic 

OTP  in the coordinator’s OTP table as its target. In this way object mobility, which is 

represented by the migration path can be traced to verify the logical validity 

SDITPM framework.  The essence of the local OTP  table kept by a coordinator is 

shown in Figure 5.11. 

If the “Display flow path” button in the manual part of a MUI is pressed, the 

log of the migration path traced out by the logical server in the experiment will be 
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displayed. This enables the observer/user to decipher/debug any possible abnormal 

behavior in the light of object mobility. Figure 5.12 and 5.13 are two migration path 

examples logged by the 3A  and 4A frameworks respectively. 

 

Figure 5.12. A migration path by 3A  framework without SDITPM support 

 

Figure 5.13. Migration path of a logical server supported by 4A  framework 

5.4  The Distinctive 4A  Features 

The 4A  framework is created from the 3A  version to facilitate the SDITPM 

verification exercise. By itself the 4A  framework is an original contribution because 

it is a novel tool for monitoring the SDITPM behaviour. The distinctive 4A  features 

(not in 3A ) include the following:  
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1) Real-time displays for the three SDITPM control regions: The three control 

regions, namely, “Region 1”, Region 2”, and “Region 3” are displayed separately for 

both the local evaluator of the console and the logical server. The MUI in Figure 

5.14 is for the console atp://b5x-180 (i.e. the syntax is atp://<host ip>:<port of the 

aglet>).  

 

 Figure 5.14 Display of the SDITPM control values by the b5x-180 console’s MUI 

  

The intrinsic values of the control regions for the SDITPM mechanism of the 

resident evaluator reflect the current situations in the console. The self values for the 
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control regions of the SDITPM in the logical server are all zeros in this case because 

no logical server has been dispatched yet. Figure 5.15 displays the control values for 

both the resident evaluator and the logical server, which now runs in atp://u5x-176. 

The intrinsic regions show the control value for the console host, namely, stp://b5x-

180. The self control values reflect the situations of the current host (i.e. atp://u5x-

176) as far as the  logical server is concerned.   

 

Figure 5.15. An example of collecting statistics after the logical server is dispatched 

2) The logging/terminal (L/T) screen: There is a minimizing function (button) in the 

rightmost side at the top of the visualizer (e.g. Figure 5.15). The function is in the 

toggle state. If it is pressed, it will change to the logging/terminal screen as 

illustrated in Figure 5.16; one more press changes it back. The L/T screen has two 

parts. The upper part (i.e. the L window) logs when migration decisions were made 
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by the SDITPM transfer policy. Migration is triggered if the self OTP  is greater than 

the given threshold. This is shown as “MIGRATION is needed (TP > Th)” in Figure 

5.17. In fact, the first migration decision was not materialized because there was no 

suitable target host. Finding the villager with the lowest OTP  as the target node for 

migration has achieved the effect of a location policy, which usually finds a suitable 

target by using cost functions. In the SDITPM verification exercise the OTP  values, 

in effect, represent the cost functions. In the Figure 5.16b case, the migration 

decision had actually materialized only after a few trials; the logical server 

eventually migrated to atp://b5x-178.    

 

Figure 5.16 A L/T screen example 
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The T window is for creating statistics by injecting perturbations into the 

different metrics, for example, CPU utilization (or C), memory utilization (or M) 

and intrinsic context switching time (or P). For example, the command “[u5x-

176:JJ]:>java STITP.Consumer C” in the T window in Figure 5.17 artificially 

injecting perturbations in the CPU utilization (i.e. C) in node atp://u5x-176. The 

injection is carried out by the STITP.Consumer class. In fact, the T window is 

terminal emulation that allows the user to inject perturbations to any remote node 

and retrieve its logged statistics. 

 

 

Figure 5.17. An example of when a migration decision was eventually materialized 
(from u5x-176 to u5x-178) 

 
 

Transfer Policy: decided to migrate 
Location Policy: b5x-180 was the best host 
Action:                 No Migration 

Transfer Policy: decided to migrate 
Location Policy: b5x-178 was the best host 
Action:                 Migrated to b5x-178 
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5.4.1  Leveraging Metrics and Their Statistics 

The leveraging of metrics and their statistics by the SDITPM to support real-

time migration decision is dynamic. The process requires no human interventions. 

The SDITPM is generic in the sense that it can be incorporated into any program 

module at will. For example, in the verification experiments it is incorporated into 

both the resident evaluator and the migrating logical server. Yet, it is important to 

ensure that the SDITPM indeed leverages the chosen metrics and their statistics 

correctly. The L and T windows (Figure 5.17) together help verify the following by 

cross referencing: a) when a migration decision was made, b) whether the decision 

was materialized, and c) if the last two issues were congruent with the sampled 

statistics and resolved correctly.    
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Figure 5.18. Consumer.class injects perturbations and sample remote statistics  
 

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89 93 97 101 105 109 113 117
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Figure 5.19. Intrinsic regional control values of captured in atp://u5x-176:8001/ 

Consumer.class 
injected 

Logical Server Migrated from 
Current host (u5x-176 ) to b5x-178 
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In Figure 5.17, for example, several migration decisions were recorded by 

the L window but only one was actually materialized because eventually a suitable 

target node was found. Figure 5.18 shows the statistics for the three metrics, intrinsic 

context switching time, memory utilization and CPU utilization being leveraged by 

the resident evaluator in node atp://u5x-176. The point when the “Consumer.class” 

injected perturbations into the CPU utilization is marked. Figure 5.19 shows the 

immediate rise in the intrinsic R3 control value, which caused the migration of the 

logical server from node u5x-176 to the target node b5x-178. The corresponding self 

control R3 value of the logical server that triggered the migration is also shown in 

Figure 5.20. 

 

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89 93 97 101 105 109 113 117

R1 (PID) R2 (DI) R3 (PI)

 

Figure 5.20. “Self” regional control values for the migration logged (from u5x-175 to 
b5x-178) 

 

Figure 5.21 compares the self OTP  value of the migrating logical server in 

Figure 5.17 with the intrinsic ones computed by the resident evaluators for the 

different villagers in the PI in the same period. At time T1, which corresponds to the 

actual migration from node atp://u5x-176 to atp://b5x-178, node b5x-178 had the 

lowest intrinsic OTP  value. Even though the migrating logical server leveraged the 

 
Migration  
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same named metrics, CPU utilization, memory utilization, and context switching 

time or CST (in this case the logical server leveraged the self CST), the migrating 

server consistently produced a lower OTP  value most of the time as shown in Figure 

5.22.  This result is significant because it indicates that the logical server always 

travels to less busy nodes. That is, load balancing is indeed achieved by the object 

mobility steered by the SDITPM, which is a part of the migrating object construct.     

Intrinsic TPo of Hosts against Self TPo of Object

Self ux-172 u5x-174 u5x-176 b5x-178 b5x-180

 

Figure. 5.21 Statistics at time T1 when object migrated from u5x-176 to b5x-178 (refer 
to the L window in Figure 5.17) 

 

Relat ively Low Self TPo  achieved by object  migrat ion

Self ux-172 u5x-174 u5x-176 b5x-178 b5x-180

 

Figure 5.22 Comparing relevant OTP  values (refer to the PI in Figure 5.15) 

T1
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5.5  Timing Analysis of the SDITPM Prototype 

The novel SDITPM framework supports real-time transfer policy decision 

making by sampling and leveraging chosen metrics on the fly. It is important 

therefore for the SDITPM mechanism to have short execution time to avoid 

deleterious effects. If the SDITPM execution time is longer the duration of the 

problem, then the computed solution ends up correcting a historic or ghost problem, 

causing undesirable or deleterious effects.  

 

 

Figure 5.23. One example of timing analysis of the SDITPM execution      

 

The timing analysis by the Intel’s VTune Performance Analyzer [VTune] 

shows that the Java SDITPM prototype needs an average execution time of 2050 

clock/T cycles. Therefore, the speed of the SDITPM execution ( SDITS ) depends on 
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the speed in MHz of the hardware platform; that is, MHzSSDIT
2050= . For a 

platform operating at 100MHz SDITS  is 6
6 10*5.20)10*100(

2050 −=  seconds or 20.5 

micro seconds. This is the SDITPM real-time limit for platform because SDITPM 

does not work properly for any problem duration shorter than 20.5 micro seconds.  

Figure 5.23 is a screen capture of the one of the VTune timing analyses for the 

SDITPM execution. The total number of clock cycles for the execution is the sum of 

the “Clocks” column within the inset boundary (i.e. the square – 1795 = 261 + 146 + 

76 + 20 + 207 + 919 + 33 + 133). It is relatively shorter than the average measured.    

 

5.6  Connective Summary 

Dynamic verification of the SDITPM needs the support of a cluster annexed 

from the Internet. This support is necessary to ensure that the dynamic SDITPM 

verification results are scalable to the open Internet.  To achieve this, the previous 

Public Intranet concept is adopted with new distinctive features proposed. Timing 

analysis of the SDITPM execution was also carried out to find the limit of its real-

time applicability because if the limit is exceeded deleterious effect may ensue. To 

simulate the presence of a location policy that finds the target for object migration, 

the principle of using the minimum OTP  value as the selection guide is adopted. The 

preliminary results from the dynamic verification exercise conclude that the novel 

SDITPM framework is indeed effective for load balancing through object mobility 

on the fly.    
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORK AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
In this paper the novel, original transfer policy framework, namely, the 

statistical distribution independent transfer policy model (SDITPM) for making 

sound migration decisions in a real-time manner, is proposed and verified. The four 

objectives stated at the outset are achieved, namely: 

a) Identify some useful performance metrics to support sound migration 

decisions made by logical servers in a real-time manner. 

b) Propose a technique (s) to efficaciously leverage metrics on the fly.   

c) Propose a scalable, non-intrusive conceptual framework that works at 

the transfer policy level to help logical servers make sound migration 

decisions; non-intrusive means no physical modifications of hosts are 

required. 

d) Verify the proposed conceptual framework. 

The SDITPM mechanism should be incorporated as part of a logical entity (e.g. 

a logical server) construct and it steers the latter effectively in the migration process 

over a sizeable network such as the Internet. This mechanism leverages chosen 

system metrics on the fly, independent of their distribution types (e.g. long-range 

dependence (LRD) and short-range dependence (SRD)). That is, the SDITPM works 

by direct data measurement statistically, supported by the Convergence Algorithm 

(CA), which is derived from the Central Limit Theorem. Every system metric being 

leveraged is called a primary metric, from which the secondary metrics are derived. 

The present SDITPM framework is basically a PID or “P+I+D” controller (P for 
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proportional control, I for integral control and D for derivative control). The P and D 

control elements are secondary metrics and the I control sums their effects for the 

specific thr control region. 

From a primary metric, for example, the service request queue length Q the 

corresponding secondary metrics are derived. Every primary metric actually 

represents a plane/matrix of four control regions. Every region thr is defined by the 

combination of the P and D control values at the time. If Q is considered, then the P 

control is the change in Q between two time points (e.g. 1t  and 2t ) and the D control 

is the corresponding rate of change, )(
)(

12

12

tt
QQ

dt
dQ tt

−
−

= . More precisely the 

control plane/matrix of a primary metric is defined by two objective functions, 

2},0{ PP ∆  as rows for P control and 2},0{ DD ∆ as columns for D control. The four 

control regions defined by these objective functions are: a) Region 1 (i.e. 1r or PIDr ) 

defined by the ],[ ++ DP  value pair for PID control, b) Region 2 (i.e. 2r or DIr ) 

defined by ],[ +− DP  for “D+I” or DI control, c) Region 3 (i.e. 3r or PIr ) defined by 

],[ −+ DP  for PI control, and Region 4 (i.e. 4r or Inertr ) defined by ],[ −− DP  to be an 

inert or “don’t care” state. Now the regional control only takes the positive value(s) 

for P and D into account. When the effects of the D and P control are added for the 

regional control the summation is the integral control. In the SDITPM context the 

summation is planar integration for a single metric. If n  metrics are leveraged 

simultaneously, then the current control effect for a region x
nr  is ),(

1

x
i

n

i

x
ir

DPC x
n
∑
=

= , 

where x  indicates the control region (e.g. 1r or PIDr ). The ),( x
i

x
i DP  represents the P 
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and D deviation errors for the following objective functions respectively: 2},0{ PP ∆  

and 2},0{ DD ∆ . Conceptually, the deviation error ψ  is the difference between the 

sample value S  and the safety margin ∆  (e.g. ∆  for P control is P∆ );  || ∆−= Sψ  

implies || PPP S ∆−=ψ  and || DDD S ∆−=ψ . To emphasize, the present SDITPM 

framework leverages only the following conditions: a) positive S  and b) ∆>S  for 

its P, D and I control elements. The migration decision depends on the dominant 

region, which should have the highest x
nr

C value at the time. Which control region is 

dominant is determined by the system dynamics. x
nr

C is called the regional transfer 

probability rTP  (i.e. rTP = x
nr

C ), and the threshold for the region is rTh . The 

dominant rTP  becomes the overall transfer probability OTP  and the rTh value of the 

same region is now the overall OTh  threshold. The migration decision at the transfer 

policy level is affirmed for condition OO ThTP > . Whether the decision is 

materialized or not depends on the availability of a suitable target node for the 

logical server to migrate to. Finding the target node is the decision of the location 

policy, which is not within the scope of the present research. In the SDITPM 

verification exercise, however, the effect of the location policy is produced by using 

the 4A  visualization package, which is also part of the original contribution by this 

thesis 

The experimental results with different primary metrics indicate that the Java 

SDITPM prototype can indeed effect transfer policy decisions that guide object 

migrations properly.  To help visualize object mobility in migration processes in the 

experiments the original Object Migration Visualization Tool (OMVT), which is 
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also called the 4A  framework is proposed.  This tool is based on the Public Intranet 

(PI) concept that allows objects within to roam freely. It also automatically records 

the object migration path over time.  The next step planned for the SDITPM research 

is to identify more useful primary metrics and study how they can contribute to 

enabling the SDITPM mechanism to make sound transfer policy decisions over a 

more open Internet environment. 

The major achievements by the thesis are as follows: 

a) A solid SDITPM framework that provides a good basis for deeper 

research in the area of network monitoring, management, and supporting 

real-time object migrations for the sake of load balancing over a sizeable 

network such as the internet. 

b) A SDITPM prototype that helps identify different useful metrics for 

making real-time object migration decisions at the transfer policy level. 

It requires very short execution time (only 2050 clock cycles) and this 

makes it immensely suitable for real-time applications.  

c) The experimental results confirm that the SDITPM mechanism can be 

easily incorporated as part of the construct of a logical server.   

d)  Four publications so far help share the SDITPM experience with the 

international research community. The SDITPM findings contribute to 

enriching the body of knowledge of using object mobility to achieve 

load balancing and shorten the service RTT. These publications are as 

follows: 
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1. Jason C.T. Lo, Allan K.Y. Wong and Wilfred W.K. Lin, SDITPM: A 

Novel Transfer Policy Model to Facilitate Object Mobility that 

Shortens Service Roundtrip Time by Load Balancing over the 

Internet, to appear in the International Journal of Computer Systems 

Science & Engineering 

2. Jason C.T. Lo, Allan K.Y. Wong and Wilfred W.K. Lin, A Novel 

Transfer Policy Model to Enhance the Serviceability of an E-

Business, Proc. of the 2nd International Conference on E-Business 

and Telecommunication Networks (ICETE’05), Reading, United 

Kingdom, October 2005 

3. Jason C.T. Lo, Allan K.Y. Wong and Wilfred W.K. Lin, SDITPM: A 

Novel Transfer Policy Model for Agent Server Migration in E-

Business, Proc. of the 4th International Conference on Mobile 

Business, Sydney (ICMB’05), Australia, August 2005 

4. May T. W. Ip, Jason C. T. Lo, Allan K. Y. Wong: Non-intrusive 

Protocol and Micro Convergence Algorithm Together Support 

Object Migration Over the Internet for Effective Load Balancing, 

Proc. of the conference of Parallel and Distributed Processing 

Techniques and Applications (PDPTA’02), Las Vegas, USA, 2002 

To recap, overall the thesis has two original contributions as follows: 

1. The novel SDITPM model: This PID control model, which can leverage 

any number of primary metrics, is original because of the following 

original conceptual elements: 
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a. Formation of a control plane per primary metric defined by 

proportional (P) and derivative (D) controls. 

b. Planar and vertical/incidental integration for integral control. 

c. PID control that supports sound real-time object migration decisions 

at the transfer level, it is the first of its kind. 

These original elements are built on the objective function concept, 

{0,∆}2, which was proposed and successfully utilized before [GAC02]. 

The PID control concept has existed for a long time in industrial process 

control, but using it in the SDITPM to support effective real-time object 

mobility is a brand new concept. 

2. The 4A visualization tool: It traces the object mobility due to the dynamics 

of the SDITPM, which is part of the logical entity (server/agent/object) that 

migrates. This original tool was designed to support the SDITPM 

verification experiments. The 4A  design is based on the stable 3A  tool, 

which is Aglets based and was previously proposed for supporting aglet 

mobility. The 3A  tool, however, cannot support the SDITPM verification 

requirements, namely, explicit display of intrinsic and self regional transfer 

probabilities. Therefore, the 3A  architecture had to be changed to 

accommodate the newly proposed features to support the 4A  (i.e. 

Adapted 3A ) functionality.  
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LIST OF ABBREVIATION 

 

0, 0 sm, 0sm Steady-state reference (for primary/secondary metric) 

A3 Access security, Agent persistence and Avoidance of long 

queuing time for service 

A4 Adapted A3 

ANT Average number of trials 

BS Barrier synchronization 

CA Convergence Algorithm 

CF Coordinator file 

CI Coordinator Interface 

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

CP Coordinator.class program 

CST Context switching time 

DCE Distributed computing environment 

DOC Distributed object computing 

DPE Distributed process environment 

DSA Distributed service architecture 

Dx Derivative control value in region x 

r
dl

I
,ψ  or dl

I
,ψ  Planar integration (for control region r) 

IAT Inter-arrival time 

LRD Long-range dependence 

M2RT Mean Message Response Time 
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M3RT Micro Mean Message Response Time 

MCA Micro Convergence Algorithm 

Mi Sample mean of in cycle i 

MPA Migration probability analyzer 

MUI Member User Interface 

NCT Network configuration table 

OMVT Object migration visualization tool 

PI Public Intranet 

PID Proportional, integral and derivative 

PVM Parallel virtual machine 

Px Proportional control value in region x 

RPP Remote Programming Paradigm 

RT-NMM Real-time network monitoring and management 

RTT Roundtrip time 

rx Region x  

)3,1(r , PIDr  , 
1
3Cr , or 1

3C  Region 1 of control plane (PID control region) 

)3,2(r , DIr  , 
2
3Cr , or 2

3C . Region 2 of control plane (DI control region) 

)4,1(r , PIr  , 
1
4Cr , or 1

4C  Region 3 of control plane (PI control region) 

)4,2(r , rInert , 
2
4Cr , or 2

4C  Region 4 of control plane (Inert state region) 

SAP Service access point 

SDITPM Statistical Distribution Independent Transfer Policy Model 

SIMD Single instruction multiple data 

SLR Simple linear regression 
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SMR Split/migrate and redirect 

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 

SRD Short-range dependence 

STK Stack (number of primary metrics) 

Th Transfer threshold 

Thr Regional transfer threshold 

TINA Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture 

TPH Transfer policy handler 

TPO Overall transfer probability 

TPr Regional transfer probability 

TS Tuple space 

VUI Visual User Interface 

WWW World Wide Web 

Δ Tolerance margin 

λ Inter-arrival rate at a queue 

μ Service rate by a server 

ξ Probability error that causes retransmission 

ρ Channel error probability 

Ψ Deviation error 
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